ABSTRACT
Best Together:
A Study on Best Practices for Developing Clergy Leaders in Groups
by
Matthew J. Pennington
Leadership is critical for any organization’s success. The Church is certainly no
exception to this, and there is a deep need for well-formed pastoral leaders to ensure the
people of God are well led to advance the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Many would say the
Church presently has a leadership crisis. This study sets the stage for pastoral leaders in
the United Methodist Church to be developed in groups with other clergy leaders through
the development of an understanding of the best practices presently employed by such
clergy groups.
In the Literature Review, the Biblical Foundations portion focuses on the
expanding spheres of influence of key leaders in the movement of the people of God.
The expanding sphere of influence of Moses through the development of key leaders
serves as the early guide. Jesus calls his disciples, engages them in a process of growth
through in-process learning while advancing the Good News of the Gospel with him.
The earliest disciples of Jesus expand the sphere of Jesus’ influence, and continue to
deploy additional groups of leaders to participate with Christ in the advancement of the
Kingdom. In Acts, the Holy Spirit empowers rapid growth in followers of Jesus, thus
presenting the opportunity for the sphere of influence of Jesus’ leaders to expand the
ministry to new groups of leaders in need of development in their personal and spiritual
lives as well as the skill needed for their ministry.

Through marketplace leadership development literature, such as communities of
practice literature and theological resources—for example, Bill Thrall, Bruce McNicol,
and Ken McElrath’s character ladder—the framework for developing leaders in
community is clear.
To develop an understanding of the experienced best practices presently
employed by clergy leadership development groups, Wesleyan bands/covenant groups
and programmatic clergy leadership development groups were surveyed using semistructured interviews. Ten subjects were interviewed, and the data collected was
analyzed and articulated to show the best practices of developing pastoral leaders in
groups.
The research conducted revealed a need for clergy to experience formation in
trusted community with other clergy. When this trust is in place, the clergy experience a
reduction in isolation and the clergy leaders learn to abide in Christ together. This
process of spiritual, personal, and professional formation in groups, when shared through
testimony and modeling, enhances the prospect of increasing additional participation in
such group experiences among clergy. Finally, clergy who are developed in group
settings experience a depth of spiritual and personal awakening that is not paralleled by
their professional capacity development.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Chapter
Leadership is critical for the continued success of every organization and
movement. The Church needs excellence in leadership from its leaders, especially
pastors. Often, emerging pastors enter into ministry with robust training in Biblical
studies, theology, and even discipleship ministry. Pastors should be deeply grounded in
the Word of God, well taught theologically, and developed as followers of Jesus, For the
mission of the Church to thrive, the people of God need to be mobilized for action
through principled Christian leaders, especially their pastors. The people of God need to
be led well. Emerging pastors need to be developed as servant-leaders who provide
inspired vision and direction to churches through the use of well-developed gifting so that
they can mobilize the people of the Church to use their gifting for growing God’s
Kingdom.
The intentional development of pastors as Christian leaders is a necessary
investment for the health of the church and the pastors. An abundance of books and
resources exist with the stated purpose of helping develop leaders for an extensive variety
of leadership endeavors. In Leaders on Leadership, George Barna draws from his
experiences and many years of research when he states, “The central conclusion is that
the American church is dying due to a lack of strong leadership”(18). The need for
developing strong pastoral leaders for ministry is a cornerstone issue that must be
invested in for the future health of the church. Leadership and leadership development
have become popular conversations among church leaders, and yet the need for effective
implementation remains. With the abundance of excellent resources in leadership
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development both in the Christian Church and in the marketplace, there seems to be a
disconnect in the church’s seasoned leaders effectively leading and developing emerging
pastoral leaders for a life of fruitful and effective ministry. This leadership development
should be seen in tandem with development as followers of Jesus, thus Christian
Leadership. This endeavor is necessary both individually as well as within a community
of other leaders.
Personal Introduction
I am in my tenth year of full-time pastoral ministry, along with several years of
lay youth and college ministry prior to entering formal theological education. In a
leadership development course in seminary, I watched as groups engaged in learning for
the sake of preparing to lead others to learn and grow, and was struck with the deep need
for group or cohort-based leadership development in the Church. It was in this groupbased learning experience that God nudged me with a calling and a vision to participate
in growing such ministries in the Church. Over the nearly two decades of ministry, it has
been my privilege to serve with a variety of incredible pastors. As I have served under
and among their leadership, I have listened to incredible sermons, watched them care
tirelessly for people, read their powerful written words, and watched as they have led
people to salvation in Jesus Christ. Each person has taught me something about myself,
about ministry, and about life. I have learned that God has uniquely gifted people for the
ministry to which He has called them and the journey of each has immense value when
shared with others along the journey.
My own development as a leader has been most impactful both in my own
discipleship and in my ministry skill development within in a committed group of people
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with the same growth goals and drive to be shaped by God and each other. Specifically,
the experience of a clergy team comprised of the staff pastors at my church and
additional clergy members formed a burning desire to see groups of clergy developing as
followers of Jesus and as effective leaders together. Through these experiences, I have
grown to understand God’s calling and equipping of the leaders He has called to serve in
pastoral ministry as uniquely impacted through group-based leadership development
processes. Such an experience allows the individual and unique gifting of an emerging
pastoral leader to be encouraged and sharpened, with new skills and spiritual
understanding brought forth.
I want to be a part of helping people grow into the image of God in which they
have been created. I long to see ministry leaders follow the lead of the Holy Spirit in
personally growing closer to Christ and leading others to the salvation found in Jesus
Christ as Lord. I also long for leaders to be empowered to use the gifts they have been
given by God, and effectively lead God’s people to whom they have been called. I see
the development of Christian leaders as developing passionate followers of Jesus Christ
who live their lives through the power of the Holy Spirit and use their best gifts to glorify
God and grow His kingdom here on earth.
As a pastor, I dream of the pastors, with whom I have the chance to serve with,
being the catalyst of vision and direction for the Church to thrive in reaching all people
for Christ. I know that through the difficulties and celebrations of ministry, a passionate
relationship with Jesus is necessary so that the developed gifts and skills can be used by
the power of the Holy Spirit to reach people with the Gospel of Jesus Christ and lead
them into the fullness of life that Christ offers.
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Statement of the Problem
Pastoral leaders need to be developed intentionally to have the skills and depth of
Spiritual lives to lead the Church’s people on mission for the cause of Christ. Living into
the calling and gifting God has given is not a lifestyle intended to be lived in isolation,
rather, to have the Church's full investment. Leadership is critical for the growth and
success of any organization, the church is no exception, and the Church must fully invest
in the development of our next generation of leaders.
This study is not intended to help pastoral leaders deepen the shelved collection of
leadership development materials (though it might!), rather, it is focused on helping
pastoral leaders share in a growth oriented experience of spiritual and leadership
development in community with other pastors that will shape the current and future
leadership of the Church. The need is for a robust experience of pastoral leaders
experiencing the deployment of group-based Christian leadership development practices
that will form pastors throughout their years of ministry to enable them to be best
postured and prepared to lead the church to be actively engaged on mission for the
Gospel of Jesus Christ. An abundance of growth is entrusted to seminaries and training
institutions in the preparation process for a lifetime of ministry. The Church is entrusted
with passionately continuing the depth of spiritual leadership development through an
intentional and holistic method. Developing leaders in community seems to be the
method found throughout the narrative of Scripture and is therefore the focus of this
study.
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Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this study was to identify best group-based Christian leadership
development practices in order to resource the United Methodist Church in the
development of pastoral leaders.
Research Questions
The following three research question sought an understanding of the best
practices of clergy leadership development in groups.
Research Question #1
What are the current group-based strategies deployed for developing pastoral
leaders?
Research Question #2
What are the best practices of the group-based pastoral leadership development
methods deployed?
Research Question #3
What sources are informing group-based leadership development ministries as
they improve and adapt their best practices?

Rationale for the Project
God has called and equipped pastors to serve in ministry for the cause of Christ.
The church should be the best generating engine of effective leaders on the planet
because of the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Pastors need to grow in community in a
calling that is often quite lonely. If pastors do not grow, the decline of the church will
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continue in dramatic fashion. The advancement of the Gospel suffers. The leaders called
to serve God in and through the church will also suffer.
If pastors will commit to grow, the Church can be radically engage in effectively
living out our mission to share the Gospel and make disciples of Jesus Christ. The
Gospel can explode in current and future generations. The leaders called to serve God in
and through the church will bear the fruit they are called to bear through the development
and equipping of the Church.
The first reason this study is important is that United Methodist pastors often live
and serve disconnected from other clergy. When pastors attempt to grow spiritually,
personally, and professionally alone, they are missing the critical component of growing
with others. This pattern is avoidable, and yet is detrimental to the efficacy of their
pastoral leadership. There are some United Methodist clergy who have committed
themselves to live and grow in an intently committed community of other pastoral
leaders. This research project will explore the currently employed practices for
developing clergy leaders in groups with other clergy.
The second reason this study is important is to promote the leadership
development styles found in the Bible, specifically the development of current leaders in
peer groups for the sake of developing faithful leaders for the Church. Throughout the
narrative of Scripture, people who lead God’s people have been developed among groups
of others seeking the same faithful leadership. This study will explore the best practices
from Scripture and seek to find the best practices that are currently developing clergy
leaders in groups within the United Methodist Church.
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Definition of Key Terms
Pastoral Leaders
In the context of this study, pastoral leaders or clergy refers to United Methodist
Ordained Clergy in the United Methodist Church.
Clergy Leadership Development Groups
There are a variety of titles that can be ascribed to such groups that seek to
provide clergy with an atmosphere of spiritual growth and leadership development. A
clergy leadership development group in the context of this study represents such a group
that is specifically focused on the transformation of the pastoral leader involved and the
efficacy of the participants’ ministry.
Bands
A band is a group of Jesus followers who model their community around the
Wesleyan method of banded discipleship with intentionality given to a high level of
expectation and intimacy among the group members.
Programmatic Clergy Groups
A programmatic clergy group is identified in this study as a gathering of clergy
for a stated purpose and typically a stated length of time to accomplish a purpose stated
by the organizing leadership to develop clergy leaders in a specific manner.

Delimitations
This project focused on clergy in the United Methodist Church in the United
States of America. The participants for this study were United Methodist clergy who
serve in pastoral ministry in the local church, seminary professors and administrators, and
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United Methodist Conference leaders who work with clergy groups. I chose to interview
participants, whom I knew either participate in or lead clergy groups, to develop an
understanding of the practices employed by a variety of clergy groups around the
denomination.
To seek the best practices of clergy groups, I selected participants from a variety
of geographical contexts. I chose to seek information about how groups met according to
their geographical proximity to other group members as well as how those groups
remained engaged in formational community when the members were not physically
present with each other. I also sought to interview participants in different types of
groups to determine what best practices were employed widely among those different
group types. I intentionally included participants of groups that were specific to clergy,
with the exception of one interview that was mixed with lay people and clergy and
focused on the work of developing clergy leaders through the different processes.
Review of Relevant Literature
The literature review for this project focused on the development of clergy leaders
and drew from the Wesleyan model of banded discipleship as well as widely from the
leadership development sources in Christian Leadership academic settings.
The biblical foundations section includes an analysis of how leaders have been
developed and deployed to share in the work of ministry in the Old and New Testaments.
In the Old Testament, Moses needed help to share the responsibilities of leading God’s
people. Moses expanded the group of leaders when he called Aaron, Joshua, and the
seventy elders to support the leadership ministry among God’s people. These leaders
were developed as they were deployed in faithful service of God and His people. Jesus
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called his first twelve disciples, who were formed in community together in the practice
of joining Jesus in ministry. Finally, in the Book of Acts, the early Church continued to
expand leadership ministry through empowering and enabling groups of people to share
in the growing need for leadership of the rapidly growing movement of the Gospel.
The theological foundations portion begins with an articulation of the need for
leaders in the Church, especially well-developed pastoral leaders. The section continues
with an exploration of communities of practice as a means of development of leaders
from the marketplace. Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath’s work was used as a guiding
metric for the section that followed, incorporating their “Character ladder” with
Wesleyan discipleship resources and practical ministry-related group leadership
development. This section also explored the development of community among leaders,
and the essential elements for transformation to take place in said environments.
The section concluded with literature that supported the research design for this
project. Resources reflect the intent to conduct semi-structured interviews in order to
develop an understanding of the narrative of group leadership development, and to
understand what best practices are deployed, as well as the resources used to support this
work of developing pastoral leaders.

Research Methodology
Type of Research
This project was a qualitative, pre-intervention study that researched the current
ways clergy are developed in groups through semi-structured interviews with clergy
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connected to such groups. Clergy engaged in clergy group development were the
subjects of all the research.
The research was conducted to find out what the best practices are among United
Methodist Church clergy groups and why they use these methods. Group leadership
development, which finds its roots in the Wesleyan movement’s banded discipleship, was
presented as the best way to develop clergy leadership skills as well as develop clergy
leaders as disciples of Jesus Christ. Participants were asked to share the story and
experiences with the group they participate in. They were asked what the best aspects of
the group were about the spiritual and leadership growth of its participants and why they
employ these practices. Suggestions for developing clergy in a group setting were
developed from this research and the information from the literature review.
Participants
My participants were United Methodist clergy who participate in or lead a group
made up of other United Methodist clergy. Some of the participants were selected based
on my knowledge of clergy group experience they had, while others were suggested from
interview participants as potentially good resources to understand how other groups
work.
Instrumentation
The qualitative data gathering process for this project used a semi-structured
interview that provided the opportunity to explore practices and themes with the
participants. These interviews provided the chance for the researcher to hear and inquire
about the stories of different types of groups and the experiences of the participants. The
interviews sought to determine what best practices are employed among the different
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types of clergy groups, and sought to understand how these groups develop clergy leaders
as disciples and sharpen them for the ministry they are called to.
Data Collection
The participants in this research were interviewed in a recorded phone interview
using the semi-structured interview questions designed for the project. The purpose of
the sampling method was to provide the researcher with an opportunity to actively listen
while participants shared their experiences with a clergy group. The interviews were
designed to collect data on how clergy leaders were formed through their clergy group
experiences for Christian life and ministry.
The recorded phone interviews were performed in a semi-structured format and
consisted of four sets of guiding questions. The interview questions were designed by
me, and all the interviews were conducted by phone.
Data Analysis
For this study, the group setting was considered the best method for developing
clergy leaders for life and ministry. The data from the semi-structured interviews were
analyzed to show the connections to the experiences of participants in clergy groups and
their formation as disciples of Jesus Christ and as clergy leaders. The different types of
clergy groups were analyzed to seek the best practices across multiple styles of clergy
groups.
The analysis of the semi-structured interviews involved demonstrating patterns of
growth in discipleship and growth in the efficacy of ministry among the participants. The
connection to growing as a disciple in the groups and the connection to becoming a better
clergy leader was sought through the interview process. The interviews provided an
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opportunity for the participants to engage in an in-depth discussion of their feelings about
their group experiences; they described the fruit of such groups in their personal, spiritual
and professional lives. It also analyzed what the best practices were among the groups
studied.
Generalizability
This study was conducted in such a way that other researchers could reproduce
and grow the study among a wide variety of pastoral leaders in the United Methodist
Church and beyond. Because of the nature of the conversations in the semi-structured
interviews, it could be possible for other clergy to analyze the data to develop their
knowledge of clergy group development. The questions used in the semi-structured
interviews could easily be adapted to study a wide range of group development processes
within the Church and potentially other organizations. There are many professions that
could develop their own studies of group leadership development using this project as a
foundation to inquire about the experiences and best practices among their colleagues.
There would likely be significant cultural differences in studying groups outside the
United States, therefore this research might have limitations in those contexts. The basic
formula of analyzing semi-structured interviews about group leadership development is
reproducible, but the instrument would require modification to match the historical and
theological contexts of other denominations beyond the United Methodist Church.

Project Overview
Chapter 2 of this study demonstrates the biblical and theological foundations of
group leadership development, as well as a historical review of relevant literature on
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leadership development, group discipleship, and arguments for the methods of group
discipleship and leadership growth. Chapter 3 presents the research design and the
methods of engaging the research process to understand the best practices of group
leadership development of clergy. Chapter 4 shows the results of the research and the
analysis of the data gathered. Chapter 5 offers the interpretation of the research findings
as well as the observations and suggestions for developing clergy leaders in groups.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter shows the Biblical foundations of developing Christian leaders in
groups through the narratives of God’s people living in community together as they seek
to serve Christ and his people. Second, it shows the power of developing pastoral leaders
in group contexts through the historical experiences of the growing Church and how the
ministry of clergy sharing life together is revealed in the life of the church. Third, it
explores the process of engaging clergy leaders in forming groups together and explores
the necessary steps of being developed in community. Finally, it explores the Wesleyan
distinctive of banded discipleship and its possibilities in the development of the clergy
leadership in the Wesleyan movement.
Biblical Foundations
The necessity of empowered and effective leaders among God’s people is
demonstrated throughout the narrative of the Bible. One can simply scan the resources
available in the Christian Leadership realm to find copious sources of thought on the best
practices in developing leaders. The Church can become one of the most powerful
engines of developing and deploying Christian Leaders to impact the world for the cause
of Christ. The following section shows evidence of God’s leaders being developed in
expanding groups throughout the biblical story with particular focus on the life and
leadership ministry of Moses, Jesus, and the Early Church in Acts.
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Old Testament: Moses
One of the earliest moments when we see the need to develop leaders among
God’s people is found in the Exodus 18 exchange between Moses and his father-in-law
Jethro. Jethro recognizes Moses as not only the primary leader, but as the only leader and
says, “What you are doing is not good. You and these people who come to you will only
wear yourselves out. The work is too heavy for you; you cannot handle it alone” (Exodus
18:17-18 NIV). Jethro advises him to “select capable men from all the people—men who
fear God, trustworthy men who hate dishonest gain—and appoint them as officials over
thousands, hundreds, fifties, and tens” (Exodus 18:21). Moses chose to listen to Jethro
and did everything advised by his father in law (Exodus 18:24). The selected group of
leaders would be the judges for the people, except in the circumstance of a complicated
case which would be sent to Moses himself.
Moses commences a pattern for a leader seeking and following the advice of
trusted leaders. In Exodus 19, Moses called the leaders and shared God’s command of
faithfulness to the covenant He has made with them. In response, the people responded
in unison, “we will do everything The Lord has said” (Exodus 19:8). The example Moses
set has transpired into action for those he leads. The people are to be a kingdom of
priests and a holy nation (Exodus 19:5). The priests’ role among the people would be to
hear from and be led by God, and to teach God’s people to live faithfully to His covenant
with them; the fruit of their relationship with God will be sharing God’s blessing to the
world (Genesis 2:2-3). Douglas K. Stuart says, “Priests stand between God and humans
to help bring the humans closer to God and to help dispense God’s truth, justice, favor,
discipline, and holiness to humans” (Stuart, Vol 2). The role developed in Moses’ system
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of calling and deploying leaders in Exodus 18 and 19 empowers a system of leaders to be
faithful to God together and to be set apart to serve Him while being uniquely connected
to each other as God’s chosen leaders.
From God to His People. In Moses’ earliest moments living his calling, God
calls Aaron to share the leadership journey of leading His people with Moses. God
would give His message to Moses. Aaron would receive it from Moses and share it with
God’s people as the spokesperson for Moses. In Exodus 19:24, God commands Moses to
bring Aaron onto Mount Sinai with him, but not all the priests and people. God creates
the very reality of set apart ministry and prepares a future for Aaron to be His servant in a
powerful manner. God calls Moses in Exodus 28 to appoint Aaron as the High Priest,
and his sons as the ministering priests among His people. This is another articulate
example of Moses’ leadership multiplication being lived out as well as faithfulness to
God’s call among the selected leaders bearing the fruit of ministry for Him. The
leadership of God’s people has become a family calling and occupation. Miriam, Moses
and Aaron’s sister, was followed by “all of the women” as she marched a victory march
with a tambourine in Exodus 15. This shows the importance of the women of God being
part of the group of leaders who will lead the people of God. God’s empowering and use
of the gifting and influence of Moses’ family to lead all His people is a powerful display
of His connection to His people.
Shared Leadership through Intentional Development. Later we see Moses
deeply investing in Joshua. In Exodus 24:13, Moses took Joshua up the mountain as he
received the Ten Commandments from The Lord. Evidently, God’s desire is for the
leadership circle of His people to expand now beyond the family of Moses. The family of
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God is expanding in influence and therefore the leadership circle is expanding to continue
God’s work among His people and throughout the world. In Exodus 32, Joshua was
present when Moses smashed the two tablets. The importance of faithfulness for God’s
leaders is paramount, and Moses seems to be sharing the weight of interceding for a
rebellious people with Joshua. Moses is still able to manage the weight because he
follows the advice of elder leaders, like Jethro, who are with him. There is a direct
correlation to the efficacy of Moses’ leadership and his time in the presence of God,
listening to God and to those speaking godly counsel into his life and leadership. Moses
developed leaders by sharing God’s presence with them and by sharing in the work of
ministry together in God’s presence.
The Lord responds to Moses’ pleading, that he “cannot carry all these people by
myself; the burden is too heavy for me” (Numbers 11:14), by calling forth seventy of
Israel’s elders known to Moses as leaders (Numbers 11: 16). These leaders would share
the burden with Moses with the “power of the Spirit” (Numbers 11:17) that was put on
Moses. This group of leaders is then deployed to lead for The Lord on Moses’ behalf and
through The Lord’s power.
This group of leaders was called and then deployed to serve faithfully together.
Moses’ leadership development and multiplication of groups of leaders set the stage for
the people of God being an engine for developing leaders for the world. In light of
Moses’ expanding leadership ministry, Rendle and Beaumont state, “Leadership needs to
be concerned with faithfulness and stewardship of the resources necessary to accomplish
the goals and vision of the ministry” (9). Moses, Aaron, and Joshua reveal that the leaders
God calls are responsible for the development of the leaders around them and for the
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future leaders. In Numbers 11, Moses found God’s people difficult to lead. In response
to Moses’ struggle, The Lord called Moses and said, “Bring me seventy of Israel’s elders
who are known to you as leaders and officials among the people. Have them come to the
tent of meeting, that they may stand there with you. I will come down and speak with you
there, and I will take some of the power of the Spirit that is on you and put it on them.
They will share the burden of the people with you so that you will not have to carry it
alone” (Numbers 11:16-17). Hanke noticed this as an extension of the organizational
setup Jethro suggested to Moses, and is when the people of God are bestowed God’s
Spirit (406). In Numbers 11:24-25, the Spirit that was on Moses renews and expands the
leadership ministry in an even greater manner through the seventy. Hanke astutely notes,
“This was a time for the renewal of faith and confidence in God’s providential care and
leadership” (407).
In Numbers 13 and 14, forty years in the wilderness reveal the reality that some of
those chosen to lead excel and others lack the faithfulness instilled by Moses. Moses
sends 12 spies into the land which God has promised Israel; upon their survey, most were
overwhelmed at what seemed to be an impossible task. Caleb offers an emphatic
challenge in Numbers 13:30 and, according to Cole, “here serves as the spokesman in the
narrative for the faithful leadership represented by Moses, Aaron, and Joshua”(223). This
further reflects the group of leaders developed for faithful leadership in Moses’ ministry
boldly trusting The Lord standing ready to lead like Moses for the plans and purposes of
God. The group of leaders being developed intentionally by Moses is noticeable in
Numbers 14:5-9:
“Moses and Aaron fell face down in front of the whole assembly gathered
there. Joshua son of Nun and Caleb son of Jephunneh, who were among
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those who had explored the land, tore their clothes and said to the entire
assembly, ‘The land we passed through and explored is exceedingly good.
If the Lord is pleased with us, he will lead us into that land, a land flowing
with milk and honey, and will give it to us. Only do not rebel against the
Lord. And do not be afraid of the people of the land, because we will
swallow them up. Their protection is gone, but the Lord is with us. Do not
be afraid of them.’”
Moses has urged the circle of leaders he has deeply invested in to remain faithful to the
Lord and in turn the Lord would remain faithful in His promises to them. In response to
their falling face down, John Wesley notes in his Explanatory Notes on the Old
Testament that they do so, “As humble and earnest suppliants to God, the only refuge to
which Moses resorted in all such straits, and who alone was able to govern this stiffnecked people.” (Vol. 1) The above passage reveals the growing impact of Moses’
development from a small group of leaders to the urging of the whole assembly toward
faithfulness to the Lord. The intentional development of the season of forty years in the
wilderness has clearly impacted a few who continue the call of Moses to remain faithful
to the Lord. “Moses and the other leaders faced a vast wilderness and seemingly endless
list of challenges and tasks to manage” (Rendle, 9); this proves the importance of Moses’
leadership development expansion beyond himself. The development of these leaders
becomes incredibly important for the future generations of God’s people who will
eventually be led into the Promised Land by those who were developed by Moses, even
after Moses’ death.
Calling and Faithful Service. The primary formula for leadership in the Bible is
God’s calling and a response by the called to live within the will of God. God appears to
Moses and speaks through a burning bush in Exodus 3 “to initiate the divine call for this
unlikely candidate to be his prophet for the purpose of delivering the Israelites from
Egypt” (Stuart, Vol 2). Moses responds in verse 4 saying “Here I am.” God says, “So
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now, go. I am sending you to Pharaoh to bring my people the Israelites out of Egypt”
(Exodus 3:4). For forty years God had to teach Moses humility, dependence, and patience
(Haines, 178).
By God’s calling, Moses was a unique leader for the purposes of God and His
people. Moses clearly argues with God about his call in Exodus 3 and 4, yet God
provides direct answers to each scenario presented, leading to the start of Moses’ unique
ministry. In discussing the uniqueness of Moses as well as of those in his leadership
lineage, David Hymes remarks of God’s chosen leaders being normal humans. He also
notes that those leaders who endure regular attack must consistently rely on God’s
revelation for their leadership to be successful (20). Ari Z. Zivotofsky further draws
attention to the unique qualities of Moses as a leader, saying, “he saw what others did not
see and based on what he saw, he then felt pain for others, and, most importantly, he was
willing to ‘turn aside’ and act for others” (264).
The narrative of Moses’ life and leadership reveals faithfulness to God as the
primary means by which a leader on behalf of God realizes efficacy in life and ministry
leading God’s people. Moses’ willingness to answer God’s call, his ability to share
God’s call with others, and deploy those whom God has called to faithful service reveals
an expanding narrative of leadership development. Moses develops those leaders to live
into their calling faithfully both individually and collectively and the circle of Moses’
influence expands incrementally by God’s power and authority.

New Testament: Jesus
The necessity of empowered and effective leaders among God’s people is
demonstrated throughout the narrative of the Bible. The following section will show the
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need for and response to developing the leaders called forth to serve God and lead His
people.
Jesus began his public ministry alone, but quickly began calling his first disciples,
saying “Follow Me.” Crow notes that “Jesus personally enlisted his team” and “personal
enlistment is always the most powerful way to gather a team” (29). The most profound
and important words people hear in joining Jesus in the ministry of Christian leadership
development are “Follow Me.” Dominic Mani notes that Jesus first “enlisted them to do
something big,” and then “Jesus appealed to the disciples’ desire for growth and
development” (26) when he called them to follow and be trained by Him to become
fishers of men. As Jesus’ public ministry grew through his early preaching, He grows the
band of disciples who will participate in ministry with Him. He also ministers to them
individually and collectively. In his commentary on Matthew, John Nolland says Jesus
“starts to assemble a group of disciples whom he will equip to become co-workers with
himself. The imperious call and the radical response are appropriate to the approach of
the kingdom of heaven” (199).
Jesus actively recruited his disciples and then “Enlisted them to something big”
and “appealed to the disciples’ desire for growth and development” (Mani, 27). Jesus’
desire to develop a community of leaders was revealed when He appointed the Twelve to
be with him (Mark 3:14) as “The basic intention behind choosing them was to keep them
with him” (Mani 27). Huzing says “The ecclesial leader cannot think of discipleship
simply as a means among other means that can be chosen from to lead others.
Discipleship, to the extent that it is an imitation of Christ, is the means of leading others”
(344). Jesus’ method of growing His leaders through a common practice of ministry
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together set a pattern for group based Christian leaders. Rick Thoman articulated the
development of follower-leaders when he says, “as leaders are developed, opportunities
must be provided for them to grow in their knowledge of God and of the Bible” (28).
Aubrey Malphurs and Will Mancini draw the correlation between practical development
and discipleship when they assert that “leadership builds on discipleship” (Malphurs 34).
Jesus provides these opportunities through direct mentoring and development as well as
the disciples’ close proximity to him as he preaches and teaches those who gather to hear
him. Jesus’ disciples lived and served near Jesus and he intentionally taught them and
those who gathered to hear. For example, in Matthew 5, Jesus began to teach after his
disciples came to him. He articulated the need for caution among misleading leaders
(Mark 2). Michael Crow shows the development and mentoring of relationships both
with Jesus and among His early disciples:
He also created an interactive environment among the disciples
themselves. He asked them, “What were you arguing about?” then
redirected their misguided ambitions (Mk 9:33f). They lived in a dynamic
peer-mentoring environment under His watchful eye. (87)
Jesus also ministered to the crowds, which fall into the same expanding development
patterns as Jesus “prayerfully chose the Twelve whom He invested heavily and who
interacted heavily among themselves” (Crow 101).
Jesus’ relationship with those whom he is leading, and therefore developing to be
like Him both in their lives and in their leadership, span widely from the crowds that
gather all the way to individual connections. We see, throughout the New Testament,
that Jesus powerfully influences different circles comprised of diverse groups that gather
as well as specific individuals whom he invests in at specific moments. His circles of
influence are varied, but his intentionality is steadfast. For example, large crowds
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gathered and followed Jesus and heard the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 4:25-7:29).
One hundred and twenty gathered in the Upper Room (Acts 1:15) when Peter continues
the ministry charge of Jesus among them. Throughout the Gospels we see the Twelve
with Jesus. Several times, especially in Matthew 17, Jesus takes Peter James and John
with him for the Transfiguration, which Nolland notes, “Their role here mirrors and
perhaps in part undergirds their significance in the leadership of the early church” (699).
An example of Jesus’ development of two people is found in Luke 10:38-42.
Mary sat at Jesus’ feet to listen to him while Martha was “distracted by all the
preparations that had to be made” (10:40). In response to Martha’s request for Jesus to
rebuke Mary, Jesus says “Martha, Martha, you are worried and upset about many things,
but only one thing is needed. Mary has chosen what is better, and it will not be taken
away from her” (10:41-42). This passage speaks to the discipleship of a developing
leader. Like many other situations among Jesus’ disciples, the response to the choices of
both Mary and Martha is a moment for both to learn that the most important thing in their
lives is Jesus. Jesus chooses to teach Mary and Martha in real-time both in correction
and encouragement. He uses this moment to teach both a consistent means of training
employed by Jesus and one that Jesus’ disciples would do well to replicate among
themselves.
In John 13, the depth of investment of Jesus in His disciples is on full display.
Verse 13 says “Having loved his own who were in the world, he now showed them the
full extent of his love” (NIV 84). The nature of leadership is that it is a set apart ministry
for and with Christ. D. A. Carson says it this way:
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The ‘world’ (cf. notes on 1:10) is important in these chapters: it occurs forty
times, primarily to draw a sharp contrast between Jesus’ ‘own’, his disciples, and
the mass of lost humanity, the ‘world’ from which they were drawn and in which
they must live until their final vindication. (461)
Jesus models the importance of deep relationships with the disciples He is
preparing for ministry after his death and resurrection. Tom Wright captures the
washing of the disciples’ feet as such an intimate moment, saying, “Washing between
someone else’s toes is an intimate action. It is a moment of tenderness.” Jesus models
among his disciples the very nature of a servant leader by taking to his knees and
performing such a unique act of service. The shaping of his servants was modeled
through the intervention of his grace even in the face of betrayal (John 13: 2). Paul
implored the Philippians to continue this ministry as Jesus has revealed:
5

Your attitude should be the same as that of Christ Jesus:
6
Who, being in very nature God,
did not consider equality with God something to be grasped,
7
but made himself nothing,
taking the very nature of a servant,
being made in human likeness.
8
And being found in appearance as a man,
he humbled himself
and became obedient to death—
even death on a cross!
9
Therefore God exalted him to the highest place
and gave him the name that is above every name,
10
that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow,
in heaven and on earth and under the earth,
11
and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord,
to the glory of God the Father.

Jesus’ exchange with Simon Peter in verses 6-11 shows that Jesus developed his disciples
in an authentic community. They were who they were, and they would betray him, and
sin, but he still loved them to the end and served them in grace. He engaged them in
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conversation, he responded to their words and captured their hearts. Jesus leads them in
love and grace by serving them, serving with them, teaching them, and even rebuking
them. This was done together, in the presence of the other disciples, likely so the others
would hear the very words of Christ for themselves. Jesus also deploys his disciples in
the same ministry and invites them to share it with each other and the world. In verses
13-17 he says:
13

You call me ‘Teacher’ and ‘Lord,’ and rightly so, for that is what I am. 14 Now
that I, your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should wash one
another’s feet. 15 I have set you an example that you should do as I have done for
you. 16 I tell you the truth, no servant is greater than his master, nor is a messenger
greater than the one who sent him. 17 Now that you know these things, you will be
blessed if you do them.
The call of Jesus, “Follow Me,” includes disciples of Jesus into the work he began
when he stepped into the world at the incarnation. As Jesus washed the disciples’ feet in
John 13, Jesus says “I have set you an example that you should do as I have done for
you” (13:15) and then in verse 17 he says “Now that you know these things, you will be
blessed if you do them.” Jesus teaches by action, and He teaches that servant leaders lead
with humility (Malphurs, 34).
In Luke 10:1-2, Jesus appointed seventy-two leaders and “sent them two by two
ahead of him to every town and place where he was about to go.” N.T. Wright says
“Once again Luke is seeing Jesus in the light of Moses,” and the seventy-two were sent to
“help in leading the new Exodus” (10:1-16). These servant leaders were sent ahead to
prepare and enrich the ministry of Jesus. His deployment of such leaders expands the
possibilities of the Kingdom’s advance.
In Acts 1, Peter quotes Psalm 109, saying, “May another take his place of
leadership,” followed by the selection of Matthias after the casting of lots in verse 26.
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After the Holy Spirit is gifted, Peter rises and addresses the crowd with the eleven urging
the realization of the gift that Jesus promised. Peter carries on the work of Jesus by
helping the crowd understand the power of the Holy Spirit available to them. In Acts
2:42-47 the multi-faceted development of the leaders and the early church is reflected in
the actions of the people:
They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to fellowship, to the breaking of
bread and to prayer. Everyone was filled with awe at the many wonders and signs
performed by the apostles. All the believers were together and had everything in
common. They sold property and possessions to give to anyone who had need. Every
day they continued to meet together in the temple courts. They broke bread in their
homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor
of all the people. And the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved.

Jesus consistently invested in Peter, James and John. They were present on the Mount of
Transfiguration (Matthew 17:1-9) as well as when Jesus raised the daughter of the
synagogue leader from the dead in Mark 5 (Blanchard 180). J. Oswald Sanders said,
“Leadership training must still follow the pattern our Lord used with His twelve,” and
remarked that “Our Lord devoted the greater part of His three years of ministry to
molding the characters and spirits of His disciples” (150). The investment of Jesus in his
disciples continues, the prayers continue, and the collective growth that Jesus set into
motion empowered by the Holy Spirit among the apostles and the believers becomes a
movement.
Jesus’ disciples clearly engaged in life together and sharpened each other along
the journey through their interactions with Jesus among them. These interactions, though
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growing, were not always overtly positive at the time. In Matthew 8, the disciples had
followed Jesus into a boat when, “Without warning, a furious storm came up on the lake,
so that the waves swept over the boat. But Jesus was sleeping. The disciples went and
woke him, saying, “Lord, save us! We’re going to drown!” This was surely a valid
collective response to the terror of the situation; yet Jesus replied, “You of little faith,
why are you so afraid?” Then he got up and rebuked the waves, and it was completely
calm. The men were amazed and asked, “What kind of man is this? Even the winds and
waves obey him!” The interactions of Jesus with them and of the disciples’ with each
other are a clear depiction of the group’s processing and the reality of Jesus’ power
together. The reality is that this moment being included into Matthew’s Gospel reveals
the impact of their processing together, and thus confirms the need for groups to engage
in development with Jesus and among themselves.
In John 15, Jesus says:
Abide in Me, and I in you. Just as the branch cannot bear fruit by itself
unless it abides in the vine, neither can you unless you abide in me. I am
the vine, you are the branches; he who abides in Me and I in him, he bears
much fruit, for apart from Me you can do nothing. (John 15:9-10, NASB)
The communion Jesus and the community found with other believers is critical
for the development of Jesus’ followers. Wesley said, “By living faith: not by church
communion only. He may thus abide in Christ” (Notes, John 15:19). Kevin M. Watson
and Scott Thomas Kisker note, “Abiding is relational. We learn to abide through
relationships with God and each other. We love each other. After calling us to abide in
his love, Jesus said, “This is my commandment, that you love one another as I have loved
you” (John 15: 12). It is in Jesus Christ that we experience love and in Jesus that we
become His love (Watson and Kisker Loc. 584). It is in the community of Jesus that we
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embody the love of Jesus and prepare to share it with the world. Jesus calls people to join
Him in ministry and when they respond He invests deeply into them with intentionality,
practical teaching and training and theological teaching while they remain close to Him.
He then deploys them to continue together, and those whom He has sent sharpen each
other and continue to engage the calling-investing-sending model that Jesus lived.
Summary
The Old and New Testaments reveal how leadership development can be done in
a variety of ways and in a variety of contexts. In the biblical examples of Moses being
developed by Jethro, Moses grew his circles of leadership development influence in
Aaron, Joshua, and beyond. They in turn advanced their own circles of leadership
development among emerging leaders. Moses urged their faithfulness. Their patterns of
development were centrally focused on continuing to urge a leader’s faithfulness to God
and the broader faithfulness of God’s people. Jesus intentionally developed his disciples,
inviting them to become like Him and be faithful to The Father. Jesus invested intensely
in Peter, James, and John, in the Twelve, and even in the broader groups who gathered to
hear him teach. Jesus’ ministry among leaders led them deeper into relationship with
Him and emboldened them to share their experience with the Messiah. The growth of the
leadership development circles from Moses was perfected through the Spirit-empowered
methodical relationships Jesus developed among those whom He called to follow Him.
The Biblical narrative provides a clear pattern of intentional leaders investing
deeply into the lives of emerging leaders, encouraging their faithfulness to God, and
becoming devoted followers of Jesus Christ. These strong examples impress upon
modern leaders the importance of growing those called to live life as Christian leaders as
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disciples of Jesus, and as leaders who both receive and offer the development shared with
them by those further along on the journey of Christian leadership. These groups of
varied sizes offer salient insight to the ways modern leaders can implement group-based
Christian leadership development methods that continue to empower others to embark on
the same journey of developing emerging leaders.
Theological Foundations
The Biblical examples examined reveal the development of Christian leaders in
their faithfulness to God, their lives as followers of Jesus, and the intentional
development of leaders for the Church and world in a committed community with other
leaders. We see the influence of Moses and Jesus expanding into growing spheres of
influence and the pattern continues through the well-formed leaders employing their
gifting for the purposes of God’s work. This section explores the theological
implications of maturing into the image of God through a Holy Spirit-empowered
relationship with Christ. It explores the trajectory of growth through the patterned and
disciplined life of leaders who grow together in a committed community through life and
the practice of ministry together.
Every organization relies on leaders to fulfill the intended purpose of the
organization. The Church is not unique in this. Every pastor must lead the people of the
Church to be the Gospel-centered movement that is the intent of the church. Henry T.
Blackaby and Richard Blackaby agree that the impact of leadership is directly correlated
to the greatness of an organization (31). A pastor is called by God to serve and therefore
relies on God’s gifting to serve fruitfully; the gift of leadership must be intently
developed in each. Processing the nature of leadership being ordinary people being used
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by God to lead others, James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner assert that “Leadership is
everyone’s business” (2). Pastors serve in a capacity where a variety of gifts are used for
the sake of preaching and teaching, pastoral care, vision casting, organizational
management, and mobilizing a movement for the Gospel.
In 1993, George Barna articulated a leadership problem in the Church when less
than one third of pastors surveyed identified themselves as having the gift of leadership
and few understood how to lead the people entrusted to their care. He also found that 52
percent of pastors confessed to being teachers, revealing a detrimental leadership scenario
in the Church (122-24). Intentional leadership development can solve this problem. In
his book articulating a new method for training apostolic leaders for the Church,
Revolution in Leadership, Reggie McNeal affirmed that better leaders are a necessity for
the future of the Church and that we “cannot afford to hide behind the notion that leaders
are born” (17). Peter Drucker says, “There may be ‘born leaders,’ but there surely are far
too few to depend on them. Leadership must be learned and can be learned” (ix). Robert
Quinn clarifies the deep need for personal growth as primary in Building the Bridge as
You Walk on It, when he says:
Becoming a leader is not a matter of becoming adept at a certain set of
“behaviors” or learning a particular ser of leadership “principles” or
“tools.” Behaviors, principles, and tools all have their place bit they will
not make transformational leaders of us without a process of deep inner
change. When we develop a better self, we create a better world. (195)
The development of a leader is the development of the heart of a disciple of Jesus Christ.
In order to lead most effectively, a leader must be well formed.
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The research for this project framed ministry through the understanding that all
people, pastoral leaders included, are created in the imago Dei (the Image of God).
Stephen A. Seamands frames ministry in this way: “Of Jesus Christ, to the Father,
through the Holy Spirit—this, then, is the ministry in the image of God to which we have
been called” (30). This is a liberating reality, and it bears the challenge to ensure a
pastoral leader is fully living into this beautiful calling. Seamands cites early twentieth
century theologians—such as Karl Barth, Emil Brunner, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer—as
maintaining that “trinitarian personhood is the key to understanding the image of God
imago Dei in humanity” (35). Seamands continues, “When the church’s ‘life together’ is
patterned after and participates in the divine ‘life together,’ how can it not be life giving
and life enhancing?” (39). This “life together” is the very nature of the findings of this
study in focusing on pastoral leaders living “life together” with other pastoral leaders as
the model for developing into the best people and leaders possible. For Wesley, “broad
study deepens clergy effectiveness” and the depth of study from various sources was a
work of grace that “sparked renewal of the imago Dei personally and enlivened the love
of neighbor” (Tumblin 208). Kouzes and Posner said, “Leadership is a process ordinary
people use when they are bringing forth the best from themselves and others” (2). The
best of a leader is the image of God empowered to shine through the pastoral leader and
into the Church and world.
Communities of Practice
Pastoral leaders are formed in many ways, such as theological education, personal
discipleship growth, and intentional development of leadership skills. The journey of
developing in process of ministry is incredibly important, and communities of practice
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have emerged as a discipline that pastors have much to draw from. Emily Webber
discusses the differences between training and learning, and articulated that learning
skills is important, but leaders also must learn from other people while doing the work of
leadership (Loc. 64). Pastoral ministry is a complex life of leadership that is often best
learned experientially; communities of practice provide an atmosphere whereby
knowledge can be created through the transformation of experience. As in any
organization, the health of the church and her leaders can be dramatically increased
through the commitment to growing in communities of practice (Wenger, McDermott
and Snyder 7). The in-process learning that communities of practice provide create safe
environments where leaders are supported through the learning process (Loc. 889). This
empowers the group to collectively discern through the learning process and provides a
springboard for new vision and ideas in various contexts. In a successful community of
practice, Webber describes the benefits as a safe environment to learn with support even
amid a leader’s failure (Loc 232).
The process of growing as a leader is a practical, yet spiritual, journey. Barton
articulates “Spiritual transformation takes place incrementally over time with others in
the context of disciplines and practices that open us to God” (13). Communities of
practice are a discipline that providing the culture and support for pastoral leaders to
realize their full potential as growing leaders for the cause of Christ. Barton discusses the
reality of Christians finding themselves “between the now and the not yet,” meaning we
are always being led by God and often at the threshold to something new through the
transforming work of God (Loc 270). A community of practice at these thresholds for
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pastoral leaders provide an intimate resource for transitioning into something and
someone new, both as individual leaders and as a community seeking to grow together.
The willingness to walk humbly together provides a context where each of the
leaders can grow. Robert Fryling said, “As leaders we may have different styles of
dancing, but we cannot afford a life of mere marching that does not get involved with
others” (95). Communities of practice provide a real-time responsive environment where
leaders grow through connection with each other and with Christ at the center of their
community. Peter Madsen Gubi studied pastoral study groups and found that balance is
what pastors need most in their lives (87). The balance of ministry life is an important
facet of the literature; however, it is imperative to keep the calling of the ministry of the
Gospel and the mission of the Church as a sent people to participate in the mission of
Christ and not let the focus become solely personal. David John Cooke discovered the
importance of personal spiritual growth through his study of a small group of pastors
seeking to cultivate missional characteristics, and stressed the necessity of modeling the
nature of Christ among their groups, in their homes, and in their ministry (111). Cooke
said that the participants in his study “recognized the significant influence they could
have on individuals through mentoring and the impact it would have on transforming
their churches” (112). Andrew Miles and Rae Jean Proeschold-Bell of Duke University
conducted a study among clergy groups that sought to understand whether clergy groups
reduced the psychological distress in pastors, which is important work; however, their
study did not address the pastor’s leadership or discipleship development (218-219).
Leaders often have a desire to be effective missionally; unfortunately, many lack an
understanding of how to become more effective Christian leaders. Pastoral leaders
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developing together and wrestling with the same issues can be a powerful tool of
transformation for mission.
Texas Methodist Foundation has invested deeply into communities of practice
which they call learning communities. Their website says, “When the ‘right people are
called to the right table to address the right questions’ both wisdom and courage flourish”
(tmf-fdn.org). They cite these communities as an opportunity for participants to learn
from their peers who are in similar ministry situations and share the journey together. L.
Gregory Jones, on faithandleadership.com, says formal continuing education programs in
senior leadership positions follow a 70-20-10 principle, meaning 70% of learning occurs
in the workplace, 20% from coaches and mentors, and 10% from formal continuing
educational programs, revealing the importance of in-process learning in ministry.
The Character Ladder
Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath share the framework of what they call the
Character Ladder as the means for a leader to become the type of leader others want to
follow in a committed community of leaders seeking the same (4). The rails upon which
the character ladder can be climbed are the development and expectation of environments
of Grace and relationships of Grace (32).
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Figure 2.1 The Character Ladder1

2

The rails and rungs displayed in the character ladder represent the constant and
collective growth of a community of leaders. As Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath have
their ladder of ascent laid out, the other texts reviewed in this study might update the
concept for the development of clergy leaders in community. This ladder serves as a
guide for the review of literature in the group-based leadership formation of pastoral
leaders. In my experience, pastoral leaders do not do “community” well, for reasons we
will explore throughout the following pages. As the Character Ladder is articulated, what

1

The Character Ladder in Figure 2.1 represents the pattern through which leaders are developed in The
Ascent of a Leader. The rungs of the ladder, and the space between them, represent the cycle and qualities
of the cycle of development in community.
2
It should be noted that in The Ascent of a Leader Experience Guide, the authors updated the Character
Ladder and titled it “The Integrated Ladder” where the rails became Relationships of Trust and
Environments of Grace. The rungs of this new ladder became Humility, Submission, Obedience, Suffering,
and Destiny.
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might develop is that other texts might inform and even update the process for character
development considering an intentional focus to develop pastoral leaders in tandem with
their leadership and discipleship growth within a community.
Graceful Community
The community environment chosen by leaders to be formed within are very
important for the journey of a leader’s lifetime development. The formation of individual
leaders in the context of a community requires a culture of Grace both received from
Christ and shared among the leaders who are growing together. Edgar Schein offers
salient insight to the growth of communities, saying:
Neither culture nor leadership ... can really be understood by itself. In fact,
one could argue that the only thing of real importance that leaders do is
create and manage culture and the unique talent of leaders is their ability
to understand and work with culture. (5)
The development of community affords leaders the chance to grow through various
perspectives and experience of other leaders while reflecting upon their own experiences.
A pastor’s growth into God’s great potential for his or her life and ministry is a
multifaceted and deep journey through highs and lows. Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath
articulate the purposeful journey when they say, “You have a unique destiny, rooted in
who you are, which overflows into all you do and accomplish. Indeed, who you are
affects all you do and say, whether who you are reflects the image of God or not” (11).
Moses did not see what God saw through his arguments with God in Exodus 3 and 4;
Anthony J. Headley notes, “Like Moses, we too may shrink from God’s calling because
we feel inadequate” (27). Even in the face of a leader’s perceived inadequacies, every
person brings a unique perspective to the community, some will be in harmony with
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others, while others might have the tendency to clash. Discussing the reality of the often
difficult life a leader lives, McNeal said:
“All leaders limp. Leaders become leaders, in part, because they are
willing to wrestle with who they are, who they want to become, how they
can overcome some deficit in their own lives. They often need to achieve,
need to be admired, even loved, need to bring order to some chaos that is
within them” (117).
A community can support pastoral leaders through the different internal and external
crises they will engage in ministry.
A community of Grace provides this medium for leaders to grow into the full
potential of Holy Spirit-empowered ministry through being sharpened by others who are
committed to the same journey. This environment and the relationships generated
support leaders growing deeply. Such environments empower the leader to become the
kind of leader whom others want to follow ( Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath 1). The
pastor’s ministry of leading the advancement of the Kingdom of God on earth is so
important and leaders should take Ronald Heifetz, Alexander Grashow and Marty
Linsky’s advice when they say:
Whether you are taking on a small initiative…or a large one…, do not go
at it alone. Find partners who will share the dangers and the exposure.
Together, you’ll stand a far better chance of avoiding attacks from
opponents and keeping your initiative alive. (42)
This is supportive of the biblical narrative I have explored, and support the healthy
growth of a community of leaders engaged in growing together.
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Formation of a Leader by the Triune God
Dallas Willard describes spiritual formation as universal to everyone and asserts
that the heart and spirit is formed either positively or negatively (10). In Spiritual
Formation as if the Church Mattered, James C. Wilhoit asserts that “a theme running
through the whole biblical narrative is the constant human rejection of God and
ambivalence toward his grace-filled invitation for humanity to be formed (actually
transformed) from our brokenness into his beloved children” (35). This truth is certain in
pastoral leaders and in the people to whom they are called to lead. For a pastor to
effectively serve the church, personal transformation is an essential privilege, and a work
that must be deeply engaged for both personal and leadership needs. Craig Richard
Dykstra and Dorothy C. Bass rightly say that the practices of faith are “not ultimately our
own but rather habitations of the Spirit, in the midst of which we are invited to participate
in the practices of God” (78). The formation and development of pastoral leaders must be
articulately understood as the process whereby God, in his holy love, grows a leader
through the grace of Jesus Christ and the indwelling work of the Holy Spirit into the
image of God.
Communities and Relationships of Grace
Being formed in communities of Grace “means we show unmerited concern and
favor to each other…we treat each other better than we expect to be treated ourselves” (
Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath 29). In this kind of community, character is formed and
the participants have the opportunity to thrive in the image of God each is created in.
According to Thrall, McNicol and McElrath, Character—the inner world of motives and
values that shapes our actions—is the ultimate determiner of the nature of our leadership.
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It empowers our capacities while keeping them in check” (1). They continue articulating
this community saying, “An environment of grace works hand in hand with relationships
of grace to create cultures in which trust, creativity, hope, and other positive outcomes
emerge. Leadership sage Chris Argyris also observed this parallel: ‘Without interpersonal
competence or a `psychologically safe' environment, the organization is a breeding
ground for mistrust, intergroup conflict, rigidity and so on, which lead to a decrease in
organizational success in problem solving.’ The right relationships without the right
environment will not last long, and vice versa.” (Ascent, Loc. 439-442) Community is the
place where pastoral leaders can be formed into the image of God through the Grace
shared among them, and the community and relationships of Grace become the fabric of
life for the leaders who choose to live their lives within. Willard said, “The aim of God
in history is the creation of an all-inclusive community of loving persons, with himself
included in that community as its prime sustainer and most glorious inhabitant.” (qtd. in
Foster 254). According to Richard Foster, “I believe God is fathering just such a
community in our day” (254). This is the type of community that, when participated in
fully, can be powerfully forming for pastoral leaders.
A Wesleyan Understanding of Communities of Grace
Banded discipleship is a critical piece and a distinctive of Wesleyan leaders since
the earliest days of the Wesleyan/Methodist Movement. Francis Asbury and Thomas
Coke articulated this when they said, “Through the grace of God our classes form the
pillars of our work, and, as we have before observed, are in considerable degree our
universities for the ministry” (148). Watson and Kisker articulate the vision of creating
communities of grace as “communities where people will experience deep change by the
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grace of God, where they are fully known and fully loved by God and others in a
committed small group” (Loc. 208). Pastoral leaders need this for their growth as
disciples and as leaders in the church. As the Wesleyan way of discipleship groups was
formed, new participants needed to “expect the grace of God to invade their lives in new
ways” (D. Watson 165). For John and Charles Wesley, spiritual growth included the
personal life of prayer of each individual in tandem with deep fellowship as necessary for
the fullness of growth available (Whaling 63). In A Plain Account of Christian
Perfection, Wesley articulated that a Methodist should “never omit meeting your class or
band” as the strength found in such dedicated communities was the best means of
producing lasting fruit in the lives of their members. (365). Peter Cartwright articulated
the deep formation that happened in the early class-meetings of the Wesleyan movement,
which asserts the value of such communities for pastoral leaders through constantly
changing seasons of life and ministry when he said:
In these class-meetings the weak have been made strong; the bowed down
have been raised up; the tempted have found delivering grace; the
doubting mind has all its doubts and fears removed; and the whole class
have found that this was “none other than the house of God, and the gate
of heaven.” Here the hard heart has been tendered, the cold heart warmed
with holy fire; here the dark mind, beclouded with trial and temptation,
has had every cloud rolled away, and the sun of righteousness has risen
with resplendent glory. “with healing in his wings;” and in these classmeetings many seekers of religion have found them the spiritual birthplace of their souls into the heavenly family, and their dead souls made
alive to God. (519)
Watson stresses the need for repentance, faith, and holiness as the center of the Methodist
movement (53). The early Methodists gathered in their banded discipleship groups to be
supported and encouraged on their spiritual journeys in communities of love and grace.
Also in these groups; the participants were able to share deeply of their lives regarding
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struggles and successes on the journey following Christ (Werner 72).3 There is no better

place for pastoral leaders to engage in such deep works of the heart and spirit than in a
committed community such as Wesley’s class or band meeting.
Seedbed has emerged as an influential voice in the Wesleyan movement in recent
years. According to their website, “Seedbed is a twenty-first century movement and
media platform whose mission is to gather, connect, and resource the people of God to
sow for a great awakening. Seedbed’s discipleship resources speak into the power of
discipleship communities saying that “the core emphasis of our resourcing is banding
people together into the brand of discipleship that not only transforms lives but changes
the world.” (seedbed.com/about) Mark Benjamin and John David Walt, authors for
Seedbed, says in Discipleship Bands: a Practical Field Guide that “Banded discipleship
creates the contest for the supernatural love of God to become real in our lives and
through our relationships for the world” (5). Benjamin and Walt note a slightly different
version of Wesley’s banded discipleship questions:
12345-

How is it with your soul?
What are your struggles and successes?
Any sin to confess?
Anything you want to keep secret?
How might the Holy Spirit be speaking and moving in your life? (18)

Trusting God and Others in Vulnerable Relationships
The pastoral leader has the choice to take the step toward deeper formation in a
community. In The Ascent of a Leader, Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath articulate this
moment, saying, “We all entrust ourselves to something, whether it’s God, money,

3

42 Werner, David. “John Wesley's Question: ‘How Is Your Doing?’” 72.
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spouse, our career, our productivity, ourselves, or whatever. Our character, and therefore
our influence, flows from our choices of whom, what, when, and where we believe” (63).
The possibility of changing our character requires deep change. Thomas R. Hawkins
notes the difficulty of this, stating, “Partnership and collaboration do not come naturally,
especially in our North American culture. Being a good partner requires effort and
training.” (79) In the community of grace, a pastoral leader’s heart can experience
transformation through Christ and through Christ’s influence through others. A heart
must be willing to trust. Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath say it this way:
The heart—the inner life shaped primarily by trust-molds our motives.
Our motives establish our values. And our values govern our actions.
What we believe about ourselves takes root and is nourished in our hearts.
And it's from the heart that our destiny-our our ultimate influence and
value—flows. (Loc. 741-743)
They articulate the need to trust God and to trust those whom God brings together in a
community to love and grow in his Grace together ( 64-66) The very reality of leadership
happens when pastors entrust their hearts and lives with others for the sake of their own
growth. Kouzes and Posner astutely speak to this need in regard to a pastor’s desire to
have maximum impact for Christ when they say, “Great dreams don’t become significant
realities through the actions of a single leader. Leadership is a team effort” (87). They
also assert the need for leadership development in community when they say,
“Leadership is a process ordinary people use when they are bringing forth the best from
themselves and others. Leadership is everyone’s business” (2). Leaders who commit
themselves to God and to other leaders in formative groups have the chance to lead each
other as well as themselves through the Grace given and received. Stephen M.R. Covey
speaks of the impact of a culture of trust in this way:
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In a high-trust culture, honest mistakes are taken for what they are— an
opportunity to learn. If at first you don’t succeed, find out why.
Communicate. Open a dialogue. Discover what can be gained from the
experience. And then move ahead. It’s not a win for the organization if
people are afraid to take risks, if they’re constantly scared of getting shot
out of the saddle. People are not truly self-governing unless they are free
to fail. (Loc 9438)
McNeal speaks of the process of leaders’ deep formation throughout their lives among
others through noting the reality that, “All leaders limp. Leaders become leaders, in part,
because they are willing to wrestle with who they are, who they want to become, how
they can overcome some deficit in their own lives” (117). Peter Koestenbaum writes
about anxiety for a leader, which is a critical need for focus. He says, “Anxiety is the
feeling of leadership in action, of theory being transformed into practice” (194). The
need for processing this in a community that will share life together through caring for
each other as they grow is best said, “In a community and environment of grace, we are
able to take steps of trust with people very different from ourselves, in some cases even
misfits or moguls we may have previously avoided”(Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath 71).
Covey says, “It’s about shifting from ‘trust’ as a noun to ‘trust’ as a verb. While the
other behaviors help you become a more trusted person or manager, this behavior will
help you become a more trusting leader” (230). The active trust among a group of fellow
pastoral leaders allows each to honestly and gracefully grow toward their potential in
Christ together.
The mask of “I’m fine”
John Lynch, Bruce McNicol, and Bill Thrall developed an extensive conversation
surrounding the masks people put on in different perspectives and seasons of growth. For
example, in their “Room of Good Intentions,” which is full of beautiful people with
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perfect smiles and an attitude and approach to life that they are “just fine” is actually a
mask worn to stifle honest and deep dialogue about the actual state of their souls (4-6). In
light of the masks, everyone in this phase of growth seems exhausted and superficial.
Many pastoral leaders succumb to this type of “mask” in an attempt to gain acceptance
from people and ultimately to satisfy God (6).

The reality for a leader is that this is a

vicious and superficial cycle that is difficult to break, but necessary to live into the image
of God and into the ministry of a pastoral leader. Trusting others with yourself requires
the removal of this mask to discover the actual state of the soul and therefore the means
to continued growth as a follower of Jesus and as a leader. John Wesley historically
asked the question, “How is it with your soul?” among his classes and bands, and a
demand for an honest answer depleted the effectiveness of the use of a mask and
therefore increased the potential for transformation among the communities. Leaders
often find themselves weary, empty, and alone…tired of performing. Tired of pretending
they can please God through their own efforts, and in need of a community to surround
them as they uncover the truth about themselves that is rooted in and grow into through
God (8). The privilege of living in a community of grace is that the masks are expected
to be torn off. The reality that we are “[s]tanding with God, my sin in front of us,
working on it together” (11) and doing so empowered by the Holy Spirit to live into the
image of God because that is God’s desire for us. This is the intent of a committed
community of pastoral leaders humbling themselves before God and each other so they
might take solace in the delight of God upon his children, even broken pastoral leaders
with baggage to be set free from. Lynch, McNicol, and Thrall articulate this experience
of grace as a stunning, panoramic, life-giving surrounding where one can be rescued from
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the shame and condemnation of a life trying to live and lead aside from God’s grace (1213). Those who remain in this experience of grace are willing to humble themselves
before God and choosing to trust who God says they are rather than trusting in their
behaviors that they attempt to prove their godliness with (14).
The freedom found in life with Christ and with those who are committed to
humbling themselves in a community of Grace with masks removed, with issues and
problems laid bare, is an immense invitation for a pastoral leader to join such a
community. Lynch, McNicol, and Thrall ask this question: “If this life of Christ in us is
true—if there is no condemnation, if He’s perfectly working to mature us from the inside
out and if He’s absolutely crazy about us despite all our stuff—why would any of us put
on a mask again?” (17). There is freedom found in laying the masks aside in a
community of committed followers of Jesus. There is power in the humility of inviting
and expecting the others to tell the hard truth about us when the leaders are convinced,
they are all committed to the same journey of growth in grace. (67).
Choose Vulnerability
To grow in community with other pastoral leaders, the leaders must choose to
posture themselves, expectant of the grace that resides among the group, to live into
vulnerability. To become vulnerable means to “come under another’s influence” (Thrall,
McNicol, and McElrath 77). Vulnerability in a group of peers must be fueled by humility
and the expectation of grace among the leaders. Engstrom articulates the need for a
leader being well formed through others when he says:
A leader has to recognize that he can only know himself as he is seen and
experienced by others. He cannot be autonomous but is an inseparable
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part of the group to which he belongs. Because God has made us social
creatures, we are incomplete individuals without group interaction. Call it
fellowship if you will. (Engstrom, 86)
Every pastor needs to have a fellowship to belong to as a person and a follower of Jesus.
This is difficult for pastoral leaders to find among their peers, but the need remains.
The reality of the life of a pastoral leader in a denominational system is that there
is often mistrust among colleagues, which is a significant hurdle for pastors to truly
engage with their peers in an atmosphere of learning and growth. Each pastoral leader
must personally make the decision to commit themselves. Thrall, McNicol, and
McElrath say that “Submission is a love word, not a control word. Submission means
letting someone love you, teach you, or influence you” (81). They assert that submission
and vulnerability are hand in hand in a group context (81). The submission and
vulnerability in a committed community of grace assume risk and also assume trust in
other followers of Christ. The choice to engage in a community of other pastoral leaders
could be transformative.
In order to effectively develop the leaders who participate in a group, they must
have deep trust among them. This trust, and the vulnerability that is necessary for it,
expands the leaders influence and productivity, something most leaders are deeply
interested in finding in their lives. (Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath 83) The respect
formed in such an environment brings the group of leaders to the point where the
realization is lived that “[e]ach life is a work of art, created with living, breathing paints
with a will of their own.” ( 168) Art is often messy but, in an environment of grace, a
group of imperfect people can experience a new trust in God that can transform their
lives. The truth of pastoral leadership is that it can become a lonely place for a person to
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live. “Sometimes the pedestals on which people place leaders get dangerously high and
fragile” ( 85). Environments of graceful vulnerability can transform the leaders involved;
in turn, transformation will very likely be shared with the people the pastoral leaders
serve beyond the trusted group of growing pastors.
George Barna’s 2017 research compiled in The State of Pastors articulates
another level of risk for pastors. For example, one-third of pastors are at medium or high
risk for burnout, and two in five are at high or medium risk for relational problems (20).
As leaders grow, the need to learn to constantly filter every part of their lives through the
gospel and increase each participant’s experience of the presence of God (Watson 11) is a
remarkable gift to the pastoral leaders committed to growing together. This not only
serves as an enhancement to the spiritual and emotional life of the leaders, but it could
save them from difficult problems in their lives and ministries.
Align with the Truth
The difficulty of growing as a leader in an honest community comes especially
when a person who is charged with being an example has flaws that are or need to be
revealed. A trusted community of grace with a steady reality of vulnerability has the
potential to be the location where God refines the character of a leader. This is the place
where the deeper and more soul-searching questions must be asked (Thrall, McNicol, and
McElrath 94). In Building the Bridge as you Walk on It, Quinn noted that leaders often
withdraw, which is problematic for growth in a group oriented toward transformation in
Christ. He notes this reality and realization with the notable monk, Thomas Merton, who
“discovered, the problem with this perspective, when taken alone, is that we may so
cherish our integrity that we lose our connectedness” (113). The need for developing
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transformational leaders, according to Quinn, is a process of “deep inner change” and he
continues:
To develop leaders is not to impart a set of concepts or to teach a toolkit of
strategies and behaviors. It is to engage the process of deep change in
oneself and thereby invite others to do the same. When this happens, we
truly engage in otherness, and we soon begin to transform one another.
(195)
J. Robert Clinton specifies this process through the lens of a lifetime whereby a Christian
leader is sharpened by others in such an environment when he says:
God develops a leader over a lifetime. That development is a function of
the use of events and people to impress leadership lessons upon a leader
(processing), time, and leader response. Processing is central to the
theory. All leaders can point to critical incidents in their lives where God
taught them something very important. (25)
The journey of developing as a leader with other leaders is such that various perspectives
and elements are needed to facilitate the fullness of growth and empowerment for
successful ministry.
Perry Noble noticed the need for processing truthfully with other leaders when he
said, “As leaders, we can fall into the trap of viewing people who tell us the truth as the
enemy … Excellent leaders, however, are willing to receive the truth, even when it’s
hard” (165). The processing of lessons is only as deep, intentional, and vulnerable as the
leaders participating, but the immense potential for transformation weighs in the balance
of accepting the truth shared by trusted group members. The critique of a vulnerable
member might be painful, but the results are far reaching (Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath
95). Such growth is growth toward interdependence of the community members ( 96).
Covey asserts that aside from personal integrity, our greatest problem is in the
interdependence arena (Loc. 8236). From the relationships developed in community
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comes great freedom to facilitate encouragement of others. The truth about oneself as a
leader and more specifically as a follower of Jesus is where truth must be present through
vulnerability to the group where a leader can be fully known. Thrall, McNicol and
McElrath say, “To align ourselves with Truth is a personal decision that is best made in a
community of people who care for us” (98). This lifestyle of freedom seasons leaders to
live a lifetime of God’s lessons (Clinton 27).
Paying the Price
Developing pastoral leaders in community depends on the willingness of the
participating leaders to engage together in moments of success and especially in failure.
“All of us cause ourselves some suffering through our own failures, but it’s our response
to such failures that proves and develops character” (Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath
123). The need for transparency for in-process leaders is critical in the development
process, especially as the groups develop trust and willingness to share in processing
through the difficult seasons of life together. Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath clarify the
need for transparency as critical in the life-long process of developing character in order
to have a deep influence on the leadership role to which a leader is called (124). Such a
leader views “character maturity as worth the risks of potential setbacks” (125). Facing
failure is a deep work of character and heart that many leaders perceive as a risk to the
calling and potential influence they have, as well as potentially risking their status as a
leader. Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath say “Fear tugs at the heart, keeping leaders from
continuing their climb” (109). Every leader, no matter the size of the church or
organization they are leading, bears their share of criticism from people within their
church, which often serves as a crippling roadblock toward growth for a pastoral leader.
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In the midst of this conflict, both internal and external, developing leaders can leverage to
redefine who they are. Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath call these moments “sieges of the
heart” and press leaders toward becoming who God has created them to be with hope
through vulnerable submission to others in the group in process, rather than simply
working to arrive at a level or a position without regard for growing through difficult
circumstances (112-113). The reality of this process of developing in vulnerable
community is that each leader will be required to, at many points on their journey, pay
the price of suffering for the cause of Christ as they grow through the seasons of life and
ministry. During this life of character and heart development, leaders need trusted people
to share with, trusted friends in the group in a constant open evaluation of the heart and
life to press through what can often be paralyzing fear of loss (116). Thrall, McNicol, and
McElrath summarize the process of this deep growth saying:
We win some and we lose some. But throughout the process we know that a
greater Hand is guiding us—a Hand to which we can entrust ourselves. And we
can rest assured that there will be many other hands to help us if we’ve committed
ourselves to the first three rungs. (121)
Discovering Destiny
According to Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath, a developing leader that aspires to
do great things for God lives with the hope of living well into the intent of God and
fulfilling their intended destiny (138). The process of becoming happens through a
process of intentional growth whereby the reality of God in us is realized God in us
enables fruitfulness in transformational ministry. The strength found in relationships
among a group of trusted leaders, in an atmosphere of Grace empowers ordinary people
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to develop into extraordinary leaders (143) The process of becoming and discovering a
leader’s destiny is one of expectancy; as Lynch, McNicol and McElrath say:
Our destiny is far greater than our potential.
Our destiny is uniquely and perfectly fashioned for us.
Our destiny includes both delight and drudgery.
Our destiny is too important to compromise.
Our destiny is worth sticking around for. (91)
The relationships found in a community of grace empower a leader to be formed and to
follow Jesus with others. The journey is certainly worth walking together, and the calling
worth the investment in the relationships God provides in a community of leaders seeking
to become together (93).
A Wesleyan Perspective of Becoming
John Wesley, from a young age and throughout his life and ministry, lived with a
passion for personally pursuing holy living and for calling others into such a way of life
(Carder and Warner 27). This especially included leaders. In the Wesleyan tradition,
leadership is understood as a gift; to be called is to share in the imago dei. Because of the
immensity of this calling, Wesleyans are intentional about the formation of leaders by
doctrine, theology, and mission. The Holy Spirit consistently draws followers of Jesus,
especially leaders, to live into the reality of being a new creation (Bounds 59). Thrall,
McNicol, and McElrath focus upon destiny as a leader doing great things. This is true, the
Wesleyan understanding asserts that those called to lead for Christ will do great things;
the very reality of the shared fruits of the Spirit and divine grace enable leaders to be a
part of exercising the grace that has been shared in all spheres of the world (Bounds 59).
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Renewal in a leader’s heart and life that happens in a committed community
presents the powerful reality of a leader consistently being formed in community by
Christ’s grace. Wesley’s style of banded discipleship groups provides a means by which
the leaders can be profoundly shaped through prayer, spiritual disciplines, and all-around
holy living together. Edward M. Bounds concludes that Wesleyan leadership is a
partnership with the Holy Spirit in community with others. it is a constant work of
individual and communal renewal into the image of God and is therefore a participation
in the redemption of all people (65). Such a work cannot be engaged alone, and bears the
chance to transform the world.
The Emotional Health of Pastoral Leaders
A community of grace, where pastoral leaders deeply invest in each other and
have a common trust and expectation of honest participation, is the type of environment
where leaders can experience transformational freedom through Christ and each other.
Far too often, a pastor’s personal and family life are impacted by the difficulties
experienced in a life of ministry. Peter Scazzero shared his experience of how he had
ignored the emotional component in his spiritual growth and relationship with God and
how the cycles of pain and immaturity remained in his life until he discovered the deeper
emotional truths about God (Loc. 183). Trusted colleagues in a leadership development
group can assist in uncovering these hidden issues and can be the safe place to begin
processing through the healing found in Christ. Scazzero confirmed the immense value
of inviting others into the journey when he and his wife went into their journey of
discovering the link between emotional health and spiritual maturity and uncovering their
process of growth in emotional maturity in community with others (Loc. 200). Carson
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Pue discussed the need for addressing loneliness in clergy, and the importance of battling
loneliness in leaders; he said, “although we are working with the finest Christian leaders
around the world, many of them are lonely” (232) Leaders have a chance to develop
competence in a community that helps to alleviate loneliness, especially among
misunderstandings, denominational issues, and issues with the people they serve (232).
Self-Awareness
Scazzero says, “The emotionally unhealthy leader is someone who operates in a
continuous state of emotional and spiritual deficit, lacking emotional maturity and a
‘being with God’ sufficient to sustain their ‘doing for God.’” (Loc. 339). The correlation
between a high amount of activity and the lack of being aware of the personal emotional
deficits is clear. (Scazzero, Loc. 339) Pastoral leaders who lack self-awareness often
increase their level of ministry related activity while the daunting reality is they need to
grow in awareness of what is happening inside of them. This is a critical area for a leader
to grow in as the impacts are personal, spiritual, physical and across the board in the
relationships with others in their lives from family and friends to those whom they are
called to minister to. A proper balance is necessary for a leader to be effective in their
pastoral ministry. Emotional health is a continuum that ranges from mild to severe
(Scazzero, Loc. 505) and leaders need to slow down in order to assess their emotional
health. This is a key area that a trusted and honest community of pastoral leaders
growing together can assist in the processing of potential major emotional health issues
among their fellow pastoral leaders. Scazzero articulated the need for leading more from
who we are rather than what we do, and shares four principles for learning to lead from a
deep and transformed inner life saying you must:
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1- Face Your Shadow
2- Lead Out of Your Marriage/Singleness
3- Slow Down for Loving Union
4- Practice Sabbath Delight (Scazzero Loc. 755)
In these principles, the echo of John Wesley’s method for group discipleship growth in
the class meeting is present. For example, Methodists were to be followers of Jesus who
were highly accountable for their lives and discipleship while seeking the grace of God
through practicing the time-honored disciplines of the Church as they “watched over each
other in love” (Watson xiii). The ability to engage in conversations and discernment
together in a trusted community affords the group an opportunity for deep insight and
growth in self-awareness. Scazzero speaks to the leadership outcome considering real
life experiences among communities when he said, “Mature spiritual leadership is forged
in the crucible of difficult conversations, the pressure of conflicted relationships, the pain
of setbacks, and dark nights of the soul” (Scazzero Loc. 774). Communities of growth
provide such an environment for pastoral leaders to develop a healthy self-awareness for
their own spiritual and emotional vitality and for the sake of the ministry to which they
are called, and provide graceful support to do something about it in their own spiritual
and emotional growth.
Social Awareness
A committed and graceful group learning practice provides the relationships
needed to grow in the understanding of a pastoral leader’s influence upon others, both
positive and negative. Determining a leader’s impact upon others is a similar process of
intentional discovery as the inner life discovery of a leader (Scazzero 235). Scazzero
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outlines this discovery encased in a discussion about facing your shadow with the
questions: “How am I growing in my awareness of my shadow so that it does not
adversely affect the culture I am seeking to build with my team?” (235). Pastoral leaders
must be aware of the ways they influence the people entrusted to them, and a community
of trusted partners in ministry can help them assess and discern whether the influence is
Christ-like and therefore positive, or adverse. Leaders must learn to steward the power
they have received well, which happens through learning to set and follow clear
boundaries (Scazzero 239). Richard Gula said,
Power is what enables us to make things happen or not. In this sense,
everyone has power, but we do not all have it to the same degree. Power
as influence is always relative to our resources. One of the most important
self-examinations we can do is to name our sources of power, for we are
most at risk of ethical misconduct when we minimize or ignore our
conduct. (Gula 123)
The power a pastoral leader has is a gift entrusted to men and women of God who have
the opportunity to influence people to live lives through the power of the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. Pastoral leaders must intentionally assess the ways they lead. A community of
people, who support the positive use of power and help stop the use of power that is
inconsistent with the call to ministry of a pastoral leader, engage the pastoral leaders
toward positive and godly influence in people’s lives. The figure below represents a
detailed means for assessing shadows in leaders’ lives and is well suited for use in
guiding a group toward the best possible exercise of the power given by God to a pastoral
leader (Scazzero).
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Table 2.1 Facing the Shadow4

The Current Context of Clergy Group Leadership Development
There is a significant amount of research and material within the United
Methodist Church relating to clergy groups; however, much of the focus has been on

4

Scazzero offers practical insight through this chart to apply classical elements of Emotional Intelligence
work from Goleman among others. This is a very important component of developing leaders’
understanding how they work and what empowers them in the processes of life.
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transitioning from theological education to the ministry and the process of conducting
residencies for provisional clergy members prior to ordination. Many of these
transitional5 programs focus on growth within a peer group for discipleship growth,
missional momentum, and accountability of clergy (Bradford 26). These processes are
required steps toward ordination, and there is little work done with regard to developing
clergy for missional success after completion of the required period of two years or so.
The Lily Endowment Inc. has invested a substantial amount of funding into the work of
strengthening pastoral leadership through several clergy renewal programs.
Many annual conferences have invested in developing clergy groups for the
purpose of developing the pastoral leaders within the annual conference. The Texas
Annual Conference facilitates the Advancing Pastoral Leadership (APL) experience,
which is a “five-year program designed to expand and accelerate the leadership capacity
of these young pastors in order to appoint them to strategic congregations early in their
careers” (txcumc.org/apl). Texas Methodist Foundation has formed several learning
communities with intentional focuses for each, such as entrepreneurial pastors, executive
and second chair pastors, as well as groups for Bishops and District Superintendents. The
Louisiana Annual Conference facilitates the Leadership Excellence Advancement
Program to develop fruitful leadership among clergy. Still other conferences, such as the
Florida Annual Conference, have a rich history of pastors doing life together in covenant
groups. These are not formal groups orchestrated by the annual conference; rather, they
are organic groups who meet in different ways to support the development of the pastors

5

Often referred to as RIM within the United Methodist Church, or Residency In Ministry.
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through life and ministry. The primary population of interviewees from which I drew the
sample for this research came from these types of clergy groups that develop clergy
outside of the ordination processes.
United Methodist Clergy Leadership
The process of becoming a United Methodist Clergy is a long and often arduous
process that I will not detail here. One specific interest of this study is the process of
becoming a pastoral leader that serves in ways that advance the kingdom of God through
the specific gifting and specified ministry of a pastoral leader. United Methodist clergy
who become ordained as an Elder or Deacon join an identity of office held in trust by the
faith community (Lawrence 18). This connection to the broader orders of Elder and
Deacon is lived out in various ways throughout the world through the United Methodist
Movement. Local churches are “yearning for strong leaders, including pastors and laity
who can enable them to flourish and fulfill their mission” (Carder and Warner xix). This
ministry will be carried out in the church, where the reality is a mixed journey of joy and
blessing and difficulty. William H. Willimon notes the reality of potential difficulties in
ministry among God’s people quoting a conversation with a fellow seminary professor
about a mutual student saying, “Then my friend asked, ‘But don't you worry that we may
be harnessing a prime thoroughbred to a broken down wagon?’ Ah, yes, life as leader in
the Body of Christ” (288).
Clergy in the United Methodist Church serve in a system of consistently changing
professional relationships through changing appointments and often find themselves
lonely in ministry and cautious of trusting other clergy in their development process.
Pastors, and anyone for that matter, must take a risk to join a banded discipleship group
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(Watson and Kisker Loc. 127). One pastor said the following about his experience with
a band meeting:
The discipline of the band meeting has been very formative for me in my
Christian life. I joined a band meeting at a time in my life when I felt
isolated in my quest for holiness. Although I was part of the church, I
lacked a deeper fellowship of believers where I could be honest about my
temptations and sins. The band meeting gave me that deeper fellowship.
Through it, God helped me overcome certain struggles and grow in grace.
Moreover, the band meeting has helped me develop the habit of selfexamination. Searching my thoughts, words, and deeds to discover if there
is any way in which I have been unlike Christ has become part of the
rhythm of my Christian life. God has used that regular self-examination to
bring certain things to the light that he wants to transform in me. —Scott
Dermer, Church of the Nazarene, Pastor St. Louis, Missouri (Watson and
Kisker Loc. 2226-2233)
The process of developing in an intimate community, such as a band, provides peers to
practice the process of self-examination and personal spiritual development. The
processes for developing clergy leaders in groups vary, but the need for and power of
such are clear.
Research Design Literature
In order to understand the best practices for deploying leadership formation
groups for clergy, intentional semi-structured interviews with people who have deep
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knowledge and experience participating in such groups were deployed. Though
sometimes underestimated, the semi-structured interview provides the versatility and
strength this project needs to explore different dimensions of the clergy groups
experienced by the interviewees (Galletta 191). The “hybrid nature” of this style of
interview offered the chance for the researcher and the interviewee to introduce
perspectives and thoughts pertaining to the discussion of the experienced groups (Galleta
104). Assuming the best of the interview participant, the questions sought to understand
the development of leaders through the groups they were part of or facilitated.
Sensing notes that “purposive samples select people who have awareness of the
situation and meet the criteria and attributes that are essential to your research” (Loc.
2270). The interviewees have therefore been selected based on their interest and
implementation of clergy leadership development groups or clusters. Based on the
interviews, to the choice of potential interviewees through chain sampling was important
(Loc 2270) to gain leads for others with a unique connection to developing clergy leaders
through groups.
This project will develop a tool for understanding the efficacy of clergy leadership
development groups. A set of oral interview questions developed to openly determine the
best practice overlapping the different experiences allows the researcher to gain a deeper
understanding of the strategies employed through the best groups within United
Methodism. Designing questions that reveal experiences rather than leading toward
responses that correspond with the literature or personal experience was important.
Sensing describes fourteen open-ended questions that were employed to gain
understanding of existing clergy leadership groups (Loc. 2319). The researcher extended
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questions and pursued ideas conveyed by the participants, and probed particular ideas and
possibilities throughout the interview to develop deeper understanding of the participants’
experiences (Galletta 119).
The interviews were conducted primarily by telephone and were recorded. The
interviews followed a “Moderately scheduled” or “semi-structured” format, meaning that
the intentional structure of the questions elicited the interviewee’s ideas and opinions
regarding clergy leadership development in groups (Zorn).6 This format afforded the
chance to probe into the theological and practical implications of clergy groups from the
interviewees’ perspective and experience to determine what best practices are employed
across the denomination. The nature of clergy groups is relational, therefore there is no
way to statistically determine what the experience of these groups is. Conducting
qualitative interviews in a semi-structured format allowed the researcher to gather data in
a natural setting that was sensitive to the people who were being studied, and the data
analysis provided the opportunity to establish patterns among the experiences of the
participants (Sensing 37). Reflexivity, or the examination of the researcher’s influence in
the process of research, is critical in qualitative research; “it strengthens the rigor of the
design by attending to your thought process, assumptions, decision making, and actions
taken in order to locate and explore ethical and methodological dilemmas.” (Galletta 12).
The employment of qualitative research provided the opportunity to make sense of lived
experiences (Sensing 57).

6

home.utah.edu/~u0326119/Comm4170-01/resources/Interviewguidelines.pdf

(9/12/18)
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Semi-structured interviews allowed the researcher to explore and develop an
understanding of the experiences of the participants. Galletta remarks that “the versatility
and strength of this method can allow for exploration of specific dimensions of your
research question” (191). Within the semi-structured interview, narrative can unfold,
while at the same time the conversation can be informed with theory (Galletta 191).
Sensing notes that “the pastor-student already lives and works within the context” that is
being studied, and therefore the researcher should be open to being challenged by the
data discovered in the interviews (64). The hope for this study is that themes and ideas
will bear potential to support the development of clergy leaders through the data and
analysis from the interviews.
Summary of Literature
The Old and New Testaments provide a picture of a growing investment in the
development of leaders who serve God in a pastoral role. They both speak of both
mentoring individuals and a consistently growing sphere of leaders being shaped together
with other leaders, both by key leaders such as Moses and Jesus, but also being
developed by other leaders. These examples show God calling people to servant
leadership, their response to God, and their development among other leaders. Moses has
a consistently expanding sphere of leaders whom he directly influences; those who have
been formed for faithful service under his direction participate in shaping additional
leaders for the expanding needs of God’s people.
Jesus called his earliest disciples to follow him, and when they did they lived in
community and in close proximity to Jesus, participating in ministry as they grew as
disciples and lived into their gifting. Jesus’ influence on them continued when he sent
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them out to serve in an ever-expanding ministry to the whole world. The interactive
environment that Jesus modeled reveals deep investment in the disciples, partnership in
ministry, and depth of intentional theological training in practical situations, all done in
community with those set apart for ministry with him.7 The spheres of Jesus’ influence
continued throughout the early church and seem to be replicated albeit imperfectly into
the early church as described in Acts.
Much of the modern literature on leadership development is focused on individual
growth and on mentoring. A growing edge of literature is making the case for the
practice of growing in communities with other leaders. The need to understand and live
into the image of God with others is clear, but the desire to invest in communities of
practice and deep discipleship-oriented groups is low among clergy. The evidence
supports the need for humility of ever leader in a group and a willingness to submit to the
whole of the group and then be obedient to the leadership of the Holy Spirit as the group
understands and discerns.
The Wesleyan Holiness movement has banded discipleship, which is group
development, in the fabric of the movement’s DNA. These communities are defined by
intentionality and focus on Christ and his grace in order to form relationships of trust
whereby leadership can be invested in through doing life and ministry together.

7

There are a variety of relationships throughout scripture that depict the investment into leaders. This
project focused on Moses and the growing spheres of influence both from direct development and
empowerment from Moses on behalf of God and Jesus and the growing sphere of leaders developing in
community with Jesus and then replicating the process they learned with Jesus throughout the rapidly
expanding Church and into the Church today. The growing spheres of leaders developed articulates the
need for the same in the Church today.
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The evidence is strongly in favor of the need for leaders being developed as
disciples of Jesus Christ, empowered by the Holy Spirit, and living and serving with
others who are seeking to live into the image of God, and to do so in a committed group
of leaders seeking to develop in community. The necessity of leaders not being an island
is known, and yet the intentionality of clergy investing in such relationships needs
strategic advancement for the cause of Christ and the health of the Church and her
leadership.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT

Overview of the Chapter

This chapter describes the research methodology used in this project and
articulates the nature and purpose of the project. The projects’ research questions are
articulated along with the specific instrumentation that is used to address each research
question. The context of the project is then explored, followed by explanation of the
participants in the study and the instrumentation used in the process of analyzing the data
from the study.

Nature and Purpose of the Project

The topic of this dissertation project is to develop an understanding of the best
practices of developing clergy leaders in groups with other clergy. Specifically, the
project focuses on clergy groups with the United Methodist Church in the United States
of America. The United Methodist Church is a global denomination in the Wesleyan
tradition the purpose of which is to “[m]ake disciples of Jesus Christ for the
transformation of the world.” Effective clergy leadership is a critical cornerstone of this
mission. The constant and consistent development of clergy men and women as Christcentered leaders is critical for the success of our mission and for the health of the
movement.
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Pastoral leadership is a ministry to which men and women are called and requires
a unique set of gifting and competency. Pastoral leaders are charged with being the
spiritual leaders of their own lives, local churches, and even communities. The
development of pastoral leaders is specifically Christian leadership development, which
is necessary to hold in tandem with practical leadership skills such as business
administration, entrepreneurship, strategy, staff and volunteer leadership, visioning and
many other facets. It is also spiritual and personal, and therefore must include the
development of personal spiritual and self-care, theological growth, and much more. The
challenge for clergy is to be formed in community with other clergy as they pursue their
calling and develop their relationships with Christ together.
The purpose of this study is to identify best group-based Christian leadership
development practices in order to resource the United Methodist Church in the
development of pastoral leaders.

Research Questions

The following three research questions were answered by using the indicated
instrument. The instrument created to conduct this study was a semi-structured phone
interview with each participant.

Research Question #1 What are the current group-based strategies deployed in the
United Methodist Church for developing pastoral leaders?
The purpose of this question was to establish a group of consistent best practices
that are deployed within the groups of clergy leaders, and to develop an understanding of
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how these clergy groups function as a means to develop clergy people as leaders. In
order to collect data in this understanding, a series of questions were asked about the
history of the particular group, the membership comprised within the groups, and the
outcome of the processes used among the group. Questions 1-4 in this section sought to
develop an understanding of the group, with specificity given to the underlying intentions
of the group with regard to developing clergy leaders. This is to develop an
understanding of the goals of the community of leaders participating in the group. In
seeking to understand what the purpose of the group is, the specific nature of developing
Christian leaders in the intentional community was sought in order to determine the
effectiveness of leadership development whether this is the stated purpose of the group or
not.
Research Question #2 What are the best practices of the group-based leadership
development methods in your group?
The first two questions in this section sought to engage the interviewee in telling
the story of what their group is doing well in growing Christian leaders who are serving
in the Church. The questions were oriented to discover how the group was meeting the
needs of the participants to empower them for their service to Christ and the Church.
Specific attention was given to develop an understanding of the participating
leaders as constantly growing disciples of Jesus Christ who are called to provide
leadership among followers of Jesus in their respective roles of service. The questions
sought to understand the efficacy of discipleship development through the group as well
as efficacy of the ministry as a Christian leader.
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Research Question #3 What sources are informing your selected group-based
leadership development ministries as they improve and adapt their best
practices?
In this series of questions, the framework of the interviewee’s group was
intentionally discussed to determine what resources, other groups, or perhaps specific
people served as influencers in the development of the participating leaders in the group.
The constant change in ministry, and therefore the need for change in the groups
comprised of the Church’s leaders, was paramount in trying to understand how the
interviewee’s groups responded to the necessary adaptations over time and through a
variety of situations. This was also a portion of the interview where the researcher sought
to determining other potential groups to make contact with to determine their best
practices for developing Christian leaders in community together. The final questions
sought to gather other information that may have been uncovered through the interview
and allow the participant to offer any other informed reality they have experienced in
their participating in a community of developing leaders.
Ministry Context

The ministry context of this project included clergy groups within the United
Methodist tradition located throughout the United States of America. The groups studied
were selected based on experience of the researcher with members of the group, the
perception of the group’s success in the task of developing clergy in their Christian
leadership.
Though a variety of groups were available to study among many denominations, the
intentional selection of groups connected with the United Methodist Church sought to
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determine the best practices among clergy who serve in a denomination in difficult times
and declining in the USA. United Methodist clergy are expected to remain lifelong learners,
and therefore this study seeks to determine the best practices that are employed to facilitate
clergy growth and effectiveness in leadership across the denomination.
Participants in this study were selected from groups known through the researcher’s
connections among the United Methodist denomination. Participants were also selected as
the researcher learned from other participants in the study who recommended other groups
that might share common successful practices. The selection of participants was
significantly enhanced through the generous provision of contacts through the research
participants.

Participants

Criteria for Selection

Participant selection was based on relevant experience and knowledge related to
developing clergy leaders in group settings. Some participants were sought because of
the researcher’s knowledge of their participation in a specific clergy group. Other
participants were recommended by other clergy, or were understood as a leader of a
specific leadership initiative. The most important connection for selection was the
intentional relationship to and knowledge of a particular situation of group leadership
development.
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Description of Participants

The participants were engaged in the interview process based on the intentional
qualification of being participants in a group that was composed of primarily United
Methodist clergy. Clergy who are ordained have a specific calling and are educated at a
significant level. Most had at minimum master’s degrees such as a Master of Divinity or a
Master of Arts in Theology and a substantial amount of training through the United
Methodist Church’s ordination processes. Participants were selected intentionally to
represent both male and female to ensure a balanced understanding of all Christian leaders
in the denomination. Participants were serving in a variety of areas in the Church and in
institutions that support the ministry and the leaders of the Church.
Ethical Considerations
Potential interviewees were informed of the nature of the project and the intention of
developing an understanding of best practices in developing United Methodist Clergy
leaders. Each participant was given an informed consent form with ample time for their
consideration of the nature of the study. A copy of the informed consent letter is attached as
Appendix B.
In order to ensure the confidentiality of the participants, no names of participants,
information identifying a particular group of a United Methodist Conference, or any other
distinguishing characteristic of individuals or groups are reported within this study. An
unconnected pseudonym known only to the researcher was used in referencing any
participant throughout the study. No raw data, such as transcripts or original documents will
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be shared at any time in this study or thereafter. All raw data was maintained in protected
files with the researcher being the only person with access by unique passwords to the files.
The researcher shared significant findings from the study with a colloquium of
Doctor of Ministry colleagues and Asbury Theological Seminary faculty on Asbury’s
Kentucky campus. The presentation of research findings was shared, but no raw data was
ever shared, including noted interview transcripts or audio files.
Electronic data was stored on a password protected computer in a locked office and
was backed up in a password protected Dropbox cloud storage file. Only the researcher had
access to this computer and the Dropbox account. Audio files were immediately transferred
to the computer and Dropbox files and deleted from the Audio recorder to ensure only the
researcher had access to them. Any hard copy was kept in a locked file inside a locked
office with the key in the sole possession of the researcher. All electronic data was
destroyed within one year of the completion of the research project.
Instrumentation
This study employed as the instrument individual semi-structured phone
interviews with the participant by the researcher. The researcher designed the set of
interview questions used to guide these discussions. The Semi-Structured Interview
Questions are included as Appendix A. The research was designed to develop an
understanding of groups deployed among groups of United Methodist clergy to work
toward a deep understanding of the best practices employed by existing clergy groups
with specificity of developing those leaders as disciples of Jesus Christ who were
growing in their efficacy of leadership for the cause of Christ.
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The researcher explored the best practices for developing clergy leaders using
semi-structured phone interviews. Sensing describes semi-structured interviews as a
style of interviews that is somewhere between structured and free-flowing interviews
where “specified themes, issues, and questions with predetermined sequence are
described in the protocol, but you are free to pursue matters as situations dictate” (Loc.
2698). In this style of interview, the interviewer and interviewee are free to explore ideas
and themes that arise in the conversation. The uncovering of these particular ideas is
narrowed by the preset protocol designed by the interviewer (Loc. 2698).
United Methodist Clergy leaders were selected for this project to understand with
specificity the best practices used among groups in developing leaders within the
denomination for the work of pastors called to specific ministry in leading God’s people
in the church. The interviews sought to explore how these groups employed similar
practices and to understand how different groups with unique participants have adapted to
meet the growing and changing needs of UMC clergy.
The interview transcripts were analyzed to determine consistencies and
inconsistencies among the groups that the participants were connected to. The findings
were synthesized with the findings from the Scripture and literature surveyed in the
Literature Review and contextualized to the specific nature of ministry as United
Methodist Clergy in the United States to develop a specific strategy of best practices for
developing UMC clergy leaders in communities with other clergy men and women.
Dr. Tom Tumblin was instrumental as an expert reviewer in the refining of the
instrument employed in the phone interviews. Through his engagement with the
instrument, specificity was given to preparing questions that would help in developing an
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understanding of what was happening within the groups the interviewees were connected.
The minor changes to the instrument offered supported the effort to dig deeper into the
experiences of the participants to determine what was happening in clergy groups,
specifically with regard to discipleship-oriented leadership development of clergy.
Reliability and Validity of Project Design

This project sought to understand what best practices are being used in clergy
groups that develop pastors as Christian leaders. To develop an understanding of what
those best practices are, people connected to such groups were asked about their
experiences and practices with clergy leadership groups. No statistical analysis exists
that can determine what best practices among these communities are because of the
relational nature of groups. Therefore, qualitative research was necessary in order to
develop the understanding intended by the project.
The instrument developed was a semi-structured interview that asked questions
about experience, stories, and provided the chance to develop an understanding of group
practices through exploration of themes and topics that arose during the conversation.
The interviews focused on the participant and their experiences, and the confidential
conversations were transcribed for analysis. To ensure effectiveness in the research for
this project, the researcher relied on grounded theory designs. John W. Creswell defines
grounded theory, saying:
Grounded theory designs are systematic, qualitative procedures that
researchers use to generate a general explanation (grounded in views of
participants, called grounded theory) that explains a process, action, or
interaction among people. The procedures for developing this theory
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include primarily collecting interview data, developing relating categories
(or themes) of information, and composing a figure or visual model that
portrays the general explanation. In this way, the explanation is
“grounded” in the data from participants. (21)

Phone interviews were conducted to determine what practices emerged among the
participants’ experiences in developing pastoral leaders in groups. The data was then
analyzed to find themes and practices that were consistent with the literature or perhaps
lacking in the literature. Special attention was given in analyzing the group experiences
of the participants from a discipleship-oriented leadership development perspective. The
themes and practices that emerged as common among the interview participants were
collected and described as best practices.
Data Collection

This project was designed to engage in semi-structured interview conversations
with the purpose of determining the best practices being used among clergy groups with
specific regard to the discipleship-oriented leadership development of the group
members. The design was qualitative in nature because of the need to understand the
specific group contexts of each participant. Sensing states “Qualitative research
systematically seeks answers to questions by examining various social settings and the
individuals who inhabit these settings. Qualitative research is grounded in the social
world of experience and seeks to make sense of lived experience” (1628).
I took the following steps to collect data:
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1. I located people connected to clergy groups through researching what clergy
groups existed officially, through engaging in conversation with colleagues
around the United States to seek United Methodist Clergypersons that might be
connected with a clergy group. I asked interview participants for specific people
to contact to add to the survey depth and grow the potential of understanding best
practices.
2. I requested permission from the Bishop of the local area for groups that were
officially connected with an Annual Conference or asked for permission from the
participant if the group was more organic in nature.
a. I requested a phone interview with each participant, scheduled the
interview, and called the participant at the hour of the scheduled call.
b. I started on time, beginning with my gratitude for the participation in this
study, and ensured that the participant agreed to have our conversation
recorded for transcription.
c. I conducted semi-structured interviews, probing into thoughts and themes
that arose within the conversation.
d. I took notes.
e. I ended with two questions, first requesting the opportunity to follow up
should more questions arise, and finally asking “is there anything else you
would like to share regarding developing clergy leaders in a group
format?”
3. I processed the interview data.
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a. I transferred the audio files to a locked Dropbox folder, and stored the
original memory card in a locked file in my locked office.
b. Each interview was transcribed from the audio recording stored in locked
digital files and saved in a password protected file. My interview notes
were stored in a locked file cabinet, along with hard copies of the
transcripts for reviewing.
4. Six months after the completion and submission of the project, I destroyed the
raw data.

Data Analysis

The transcripts from the semi-structured interviews were examined by the
researcher to develop an understanding of common themes, ideas, and methods employed
within groups of pastoral leaders. The data was examined for deeper underlying means
of developing leaders in group settings, and intentional development of common themes.
Potentially fresh insights into these groups were itemized into a list of best practices.
After organizing the potential best practices and themes, the groups of data were
organized based on the type of groups observed (such as organic clergy groups, planned
programmatic focused groups, etc.).
Creswell said, “the process of data analysis involves making sense out of text and
image data. It involves preparing the data for analysis, conducting different analyses,
moving deeper and deeper into understanding the data (some qualitative researchers like
to think of this as peeling back the layers of an onion), representing the data, and making
an interpretation of the larger meaning of the data” (183) The approach of this researcher
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was to peel back the layers of practical clergy group implementation in order to reveal the
best way to develop clergy leaders as followers of Jesus and as pastoral leaders. Through
the process of combing the data, notes were made in order to help synthesize findings
from the interviews with the findings from the biblical and literature findings. In order to
articulate what the perceived best practices were, specific attention was given to
correlating themes, ideas, and experiences shared in the interviews.
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CHAPTER 4
EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
The United Methodist denomination has a variety of types of clergy groups that
serve distinct purposes in the lives of these Christian leaders. This study seeks the best
practices within those existing clergy groups that develop clergy as pastoral leaders.
While some of the groups are explicit in this purpose, the researcher sought various types
of groups in order to develop an understanding of how different groups employ best
practices in forming pastoral leaders in groups.
This chapter identifies the selected participants in the study, and their connections
to clergy formation groups. The data consists of coded qualitative data from semistructured interviews with participants or leaders of clergy groups. Chapter 4 concludes
with a list of major findings from the collected data.
Participants
The participants selected for semi-structured interviews were either participants in
or leaders of clergy groups within the United Methodist Church that participate in the
formation of clergy leaders in unique ways. Some of the participants were referred to the
researcher by other participants during the interview process, while others were selected
because of a leadership position in a United Methodist Conference or United Methodist
sponsored group that develops group leadership development processes. Each participant
interviewed possessed an individual perspective of the groups they related to and could
provide thorough insight into the practices of their group or groups. Each participant was
an ordained Elder in the United Methodist Church; therefore, each had a Master of
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Divinity degree or the equivalent, some had doctoral degrees. Specific ages were not
requested of them.
The semi-structured interview process with each participant was approached as an
articulately guided professional conversation; thus, many of the questions were answered
in the interview in different orders while the participant told the stories of their groups.
The qualitative data collected from the seven interviews provided some answers to
Research Question #1, and the conversations that developed supported the answers and
developed the themes and insights gained. I was able to analyze and code the data to
develop an understanding of the strategies that are currently deployed in clergy groups
within the United Methodist Church that participate in developing clergy leaders.
Participant

Group Type

Int1

Wesleyan Band

Spread Over USA

Int2

Covenant Group

Florida

Male

Int3

Programmatic Group

Florida

Mixed

Int4

Programmatic Group

Arkansas

Mixed

Int5

Wesleyan Band

Ohio

Male

Int6

Programmatic Group

Texas

Mixed

Int7

Wesleyan Band

Central USA

Mixed

Int8

Covenant Group

Florida

Male

Int9

Covenant Group

Florida

Female

Int10

Programmatic Group

Texas

Mixed

Table 4.1

Interview Participants

Location

Gender of Group
Female
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Research Question #1: Description of Evidence

What are the current group-based strategies deployed in your group for developing
pastoral leaders?
The semi-structured interviews developed conversation around four questions to
form an understanding of current deployed groups for developing pastoral leaders:
1. Tell me the story of your group
from the beginning of your
experience with it.

a. What were the guiding principles
as you gathered the group?
b. Did you seek group members out,
or did they seek you?
2. How do you see this group
a. What strategies have you used to
strengthening the pastors involved
develop group members
in ministry?
spiritually?
b. What strategies have you used to
develop the group members’
leadership capabilities?
c. Are there any other groups you
would suggest we look into?
3. What are the intended outcomes
a. What strategies do you employ to
that you are looking for through
experience the results you are
this group?
seeking?
b. What are the day to day ministry
results you see coming from this
group?
4. How well do you think you are
a. What do you think the group
meeting these?
members would say about their
development?
b. Are there any specific concerns
you have from your position in the
group?
Table 4.2 Semi-Structured Interview Questions- RQ #1
Groups Currently Deployed
Interviews were conducted in order to develop an understanding of best groupbased Christian leadership development practices so that these in turn could be used to
resource the United Methodist Church in development of pastoral leaders. Through the
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conversations, conducted in semi-structured interview formats, two major types of clergy
groups emerged in the data: Covenant groups (or banded discipleship groups)8 of clergy
and program-oriented clergy groups.
Covenant Groups or Bands
Frequency of Meetings. In the interviews conducted among covenant groups or
band participants, meeting frequencies varied based on geographical location of
members. A high level of intentionality during physical meetings which ranged from
meeting weekly to twice per year in physical meetings. Int1, Int2, Int3, Int8, and Int9
each indicated the importance of participating in a committed group that each meet in
person at least two times per year. Int1 said their group likely would not work without the
act of physically being together, and said that these gatherings are “an oasis away from it
all” where members could “really be themselves.” Int1 also said that though their group
is not geographically close to each other, “the act of physically being together is
important.” In talking about developing other group members within the group, Int2 said
“the biggest piece has been a twice a year covenant retreat,” which runs from dinner
Sunday evening through Wednesday morning breakfast. Int4 gathers in person once each
week to “do the traditional band- Asking the five questions” of Wesleyan Bands. Int8
said their group has a summer and winter retreat which is a time to “share together and
pray together.” Int9 raised their group’s retreats as an expectation, saying “the
expectation is that we have two extended retreats a year, and we see each other when we
gather at annual conference.” Each of the covenant group (or band) participants

8

These banded discipleship groups are also simply referred to as “bands.”
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interviewed articulate the importance of intentional time away from their context with the
group as an essential element of their group forming each other. Engaging in these
physical gatherings for each participant formed a foundation of deep relationships which
emerged as a springboard for trusting each other in the process of being formed into the
image of Christ and as a Christian leader.
Group Formation Beyond Gatherings. While there was a high level of
importance placed on the physical gatherings, there was also a consistent intentionality
placed upon groups remaining connected regularly outside of the physical gatherings.
Group life beyond the physical gatherings varied among the groups, but technology plays
an important role for the groups to remain connected consistently when not physically
meeting. In a culture that is heavily invested in electronic media and an ability to
communicate instantly, groups find that ongoing communication seems to be easily
accessible, yet is lacking in the intimacy needed to develop clergy deeply. Int1 shared
that their group has connected through Zoom and phone calls in real time moments of
need for support, a digital application designed by Seedbed for supporting the growth
bands, and regular text messages. Int2 said in addition to their twice annual gathering,
“we talk to each other every day through texting and phone calls.” Int6 said their group
has regular text streams to stay connected. Int3 noted the importance of their regular
phone calls, emails, and text messages as being critical to the group’s approach of
intentionally “doing life together.” Int1, Int2, Int3, Int5, and Int6 each spoke of their
group as real life=based, not curriculum oriented, and shared the value of being in
committed relationships with people who understand the complexities of living as a
follower of Jesus who is called into ordained ministry. The communication of the group
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is formational because it is in real time and focused on the personal, spiritual, and
professional lives of the participants.
Guiding Principles. The guiding principles of each covenant group or band
reflected a similar commitment to Wesleyan theological streams and intentionality of the
physical gatherings. Int1 indicated that “band is the opposite of the cultural word…small
group,” stating that the Wesleyan definition of “gathering in community to take inventory
of your soul and encourage other people” is different from the approach of many
churches. Int2 stated that the guiding principles of their group were “a common love for
Jesus, a common love for the local church, a mutual commitment to ministry in the
Wesleyan stream.” Int5 said, “the point of the band is to form you into the character of
Christ,” revealing that the purpose is oriented toward growing as followers of Jesus,
which ultimately creates more faithful leaders. Int3 said, “I can tell you that we all know
that we cannot do ministry by ourselves,” and spoke of the need for each group member
to have the community they have in their group. Int8 said there are certain components
they want to have in their group, such as wanting to “do some fun stuff together while
continuing to grow together.” They are also certain to ask the “tough questions…even
though it’s not all of Wesley’s questions;” rather, they ask questions such as “How is it
with your soul?” Each of the interviews with participants in this type of group revealed
that theological and practical Wesleyan foundations played a key role in the formation
and regular practice of each group’s gatherings.
Strategies and Elements of Groups Forming Pastoral Leaders
Deep Sharing and Answering Wesley’s Questions. The interviewees offered
many endorsements for using John’s Wesley’s banded discipleship model, with reference
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to the specific questions Wesley’s groups answered at their regular gatherings. Int1, Int2,
Int3, and Int5 each reference the intentionality around some form of Wesley’s questions
to be asked at each gathering of the group as a guide for depth of personal spiritual and
ministry related sharing. Wesley’s questions were:

1. What known sins have you committed since our last meeting?
2. What temptations have you met with?
3. How were you delivered?
4. What have you thought, said, or done, of which you doubt whether it be sin or
not?
5. Have you nothing you desire to keep secret? (Watson and Kisker, Loc. 23232325)
Trust Building. Openness and honesty are a necessity for groups of clergy who
deploy Wesley’s methods to discipleship in banded groups as a foundation for the format
of their communities. Int9 said, “Part of the trust built is literally showing up and being
present.” Int5 said the sharing of their group intentionally creates awareness into “what’s
been going on in our lives, where we struggled, and that’s really the whole thing, is just
creating awareness.” In the increased awareness of self both spiritually and in relation to
the work of ministry, the need for honest and deep sharing is critical for developing
together. Int3 said, “there are no secrets in our group,” reflecting the intense openness
and depth of trust of the group. Int2 said the sharing in their group included “deep and
genuine sharing” about each participant’s “relationship with God, relationship with their
wife, family, (kids and grandkids), and how it is going with their church.” Int1 noted that
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deep sharing was “a chance to not have to measure your words” and to be yourself and be
honest about your struggles which is important for clergy leaders who consistently need
to be measured and articulate among those they minister to and with. Int8 noticed,
“There’s very little that comes up in a group meeting that we haven’t already tipped each
other off in a text message…which I consider a win and very much a privilege that we
actually trust one another enough that we actually bring each other along in that.”
According to the interview participants, the willingness of group participants to discuss
their struggles and sins specifically and connect with group members deeply is vital in the
formation of their group participants.
Int2 and Int5 both talked about the importance of journaling and Int2 specifically
said “I sent a copy of my journal from this morning as I thought it might help some of the
guys.” Int5 said most of their group journal regularly, which helps them keep track and
share deeply about “what’s been going on in our lives, where we struggled,” which helps
to facilitate the group participants’ awareness of themselves and Christ during their daily
lives. The interview participants revealed the best practices of developing trust through
involving a variety of different methods to be self-aware and to articulately share
regularly with their group.
Vulnerability. The interviews with covenant group and band participants
revealed the necessity for developing trust, and when trust is in place among group
members, the level of transformation in community increases. In order to grow
spiritually and in ministry through deep sharing, participants asserted the importance of
trust, vulnerability, and the genuineness of each group member as an expectation of the
groups. The intimacy of the connection among group members availing themselves and
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sharing honestly about their spiritual and personal lives was noted as essential for the
formation of the leaders gathering together. Int5 spoke of the need for present and new
members engaging in community together needing to be open and honest with the other
participants, saying, “the level to which you reveal is the level to which they’re going to
be comfortable” Int2 said transparency is important to their group and noted that they are
intentionally “real with each other.” Int1 referenced their group as a safe place to process
life and ministry with others who they trust to be honest with them. Int3 said “support
and accountability” throughout the group members’ being transparent and vulnerable
with each other is a powerful experience. In regard to development as a pastor, Int3 said
the group serves as a “great sounding board” for life and ministry. Pastors need to admit
that their lives and ministries are not perfect, and the participants each indicated that
covenant groups and bands provide them that chance for honesty and growth.
Choosing to be vulnerable with a committed group sets the clergy participants up
for successful and deep relationships, according to the interview participants. Int2 quotes
Jessica LaGrone and agrees with her statement that “everyone needs friends that love you
and are not impressed by you.” The participants revealed that the trust developed among
committed groups yields formative friendships among participants. Int5 supported this
idea through speaking of being known and loved through the commitment of a group of
clergy committed to each other, saying, “You get to the point where you know you can
speak to each other truthfully,” because they trusted that there was no worry of being
“unloved” by fellow group members.
Int1 said their group provides clergy leaders something people in the local church
cannot, because leaders “often can't express honestly with people in their church how
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they feel about something.” A committed group of clergy who trust each other to love in
spite of whatever they share serves as the foundation for deeply forming each other into
the image of Christ. “Int5 said most of their group journal regularly, so they have taken
inventory of where they are over the week, “what’s been going on in our lives, where we
struggled,” and that leads to a deep conversation in the group that increases their
awareness in their personal spiritual lives. Int3 said, “There is something powerful in
knowing that I am not alone and there's this band of brothers.” Int9 said their group talks
a lot about “sacred space” where they can be open and vulnerable with each other in their
group. The participants confirm that the developing trust and being vulnerable among
their groups lead to a reduction in isolation in ministry. The intentionality of these
trusted group enhances the participants’ awareness of the participants in their daily
spiritual and personal lives.
Non-Competitive. Many pastors experience conversations with their peers that
provide a measure of who is doing what well, who is better, who has the bigger church
and potentially the most significant impact. Int2 said “ministry is really important to all
of us but our relationship with God in our family is seemingly more important;” “We
celebrate with the guys who are celebrating, we struggle with the guys who are
struggling. But very little of that kind of time is spent saying, “hey do this to grow your
ministry.” The importance of not measuring one person’s ministry against the others is
important in the life of Int2’s group. Int3 said, “we check our egos at the door” when we
gather, so that the focus can be intentionally placed around being deeply formed through
the community they find in their group. Int5 referenced the intentionality around
knowing Wesley’s questions, and the expectation to answer deeply created an
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environment of awareness of each group member’s need for Grace, which doesn’t leave
much room for measuring because each member is aware of their own brokenness. Int1
said their group’s success in this was “life giving” and afforded them the chance to “be
truth tellers for each other,” and speak into situations of conflict and even a situation
where a group member’s gifting is being underused in their ministry context. Each person
valuing the others serves to facilitate a community not in competition, but each growing
into a kingdom perspective of life and ministry with the others.

Groups Structured Programmatically
Many of the interviews were conducted with those who were participants in a
banded discipleship group or covenant group, but an important conversation was also
engaged with interviewees who relate to groups that are designed around a program that
the group is focused on achieving specified results. These groups bear similarities to the
covenant groups, as well as having key differences in the elements of the group
gatherings and purposes.
Program Descriptions. Three distinct types of programs emerged in the
research. First, a group led by Int4 for groups of people early in ministry in a “both/and
mentoring and covenant group” structure that served to connect the participants in
communities of practice. These groups were centered on a group of clergy with “a
common work,” and said, “these groups were designed with the primary goal of Pastoral
formation.” Second, a five-year program of engaging high capacity leaders in a process
seeking to support “forming them with the tools to do high-capacity ministry for thirty
plus years more.” Int6 was a participant and now leads this group and suggests it is
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“changing the face of their conference.” Finally, Int7 serves in a leadership role with
several clergy groups focused on “connecting high capacity, high potential clergy
together.” The programs range from one year to ongoing timeframes. One group
focused on “Missional Strategists” in their first year in the same manner as a United
Methodist District Superintendent centers around a specific curriculum for the season of
transition into this new ministry for the leaders. The ongoing missional strategist groups
serve as “practical support with peers” in a unique ministry position within the Church.
Frequency of Meetings. Like covenant groups and bands, participants related to
programmatic groups all attest to the importance of physical meetings among their
groups. Int4 said their program meets every other month and the physical meetings are
combined with participants engaging with a common study of books that each participant
would read and reflect upon in order to share growth within the group gatherings.
Regular meetings would take place in a retreat setting and would gather with a
mentor/facilitator to support and guide the participants toward growing personally and
spiritually. Participants would reflect upon case studies of other group members’
ministries and ask “deep questions” such as “Where is God working in that?” or “How
was my functioning in that?” in order to focus the group to actively engage in “group
coaching.” Int4 indicated that the requirement of participating in their program, and the
nature of the group being in part evaluative of the participants, “automatically injects a
little bit of distrust” in their groups. Int7 said their groups meet on a set schedule,
depending on the program and the content. Int10 said their program meets for three
sessions that are fourteen hours each over the course of a year to equip their team with
“listening and processing skills.”
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Group Formation Beyond Program Gatherings. The intentional connection
with programmatic clergy groups beyond the physical gatherings revealed to have an
impact on the formation of the pastoral leaders participating. Int6 talked about the
smaller groups within the program supporting growth through the program by “following
up on things we said we would do or intentions we had named, and we held each other
accountable and how we were doing with those things; whether they were around
personal development, spiritual formation, leadership and church planning and
programming whatever it was.” Int6 also talked about the importance of conversations
with program facilitators as an important part of the follow up and continued growth of
each participant. Int4 talked about the importance of pastoral leaders engaging in high
level theological conversations, which served as an important ongoing element for group
participants as an ongoing habit encouraged through the program. Int10 said their teams
use the “lenses” they gain through the program to process together in their local context
throughout the program. The focus on programmatic groups is intentionally centered
upon the gatherings of the group, but the participants indicated the need for clergy to be
connected beyond the gatherings and revealed that these groups served as a springboard
for such formation to continue between the meetings.
Guiding Principles. In the interviews, programmatic groups were shown to have
a clear directive in the specific purpose the group was seeking to fulfill in the lives of the
pastoral leaders and in the Church. Int4 talked about the critical need for processing real
ministry in an ongoing way. Int4 also noted that Wesley’s question of “How is it with
your soul?” was a helpful component of the group sharing time as participants process
their life in ministry with others through a spiritual and theological lens. The program
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Int4 led was part of a denominational requirement for ordination, so the program was
specific to the nature of the gathering. It was, however, important for the participants to
be committed to a smaller group within the whole program.
Int7 said their organization “really bought into this notion of getting high-capacity
and high potential leaders in the room, and you give them a container or a framework and
a strong facilitator…and you give them some balcony time, just really incredible ministry
can happen in that space.” Int7 said their “methodology” was to “get as many people as
we can” invested in this type of program because they realized this was an “investment in
vitality” for the whole Church. Also, Int7 said, “we decided where we would focus,
particularly in arenas where we were gathering those whom we saw as already leaders
and who were in positions to leverage change in the church so that we would lean into the
change aspect.”
Int 6 said one of the guiding principles was that their whole group divided into
“cohorts” that serve as smaller groups within the whole. Int6 said these groups served as
“touchstones” for the participants to continue growth in an intimate community within
the larger program. The group program is focused on growing “high capacity leaders”
through the curriculum and in community. The program consists of the first two years
focusing on learning based on a tested and expert-facilitated curriculum and the final
three years are self-guided study. These communities served to form participants in
“bridging the gap from seminary learning and real church work” and “developing lifelong
friendships that would go the whole course of their ministry.” Int10 said their program is
guided by a “conference unification plan;” specifically, they are to “partner with
communities” to help get the Gospel “out into the communities” through their teams.
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Programmatic groups are specifically purposed for a planned result, and their guiding
principles reflect their intent.
Strategies and Elements of Programmatic Group Formation
Trust Building. In the experience of Int6 as both a participant and now a leader
of the program, “the most important thing that is fostered” among participants is “a high
level of trust.” This trust is with group participants and between them and the leadership
of the program, and is referenced as “sacred space” for the members of the groups who
have a commitment that nothing they share will go beyond the group and the leaders.
Interestingly, Int4 and the other leaders of the program stopped using “covenantal
language” references in the process of the program in an attempt to enhance the trust of
the participants in the process of becoming willing to be transparent while employing a
“communities of practice” approach to group participation. This was largely due to the
official nature of the program; they said this “automatically injects a little bit of distrust.”
Their goal in removing this language was to help participants to fully engage in the
program’s processes.
Int7 suggested that the ongoing nature of one of their programs led to trust in
other group participants when they said, “they come in with a certain amount of
confidence and trust in each other” and the participants take that into the next phase of
the program. Int6 said their program provides participants with “trusted partners” for the
work of ministry, and indicated this program provides a foundation for developing such
partnerships over the long-term course of ministry. Int7 talked about the informal
conversations among the program participants as a very important element for leaders
who spend a great deal of time focused in high level leadership conversations. In the
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trusted relationships sought in these programmatic groups, participants are free to explore
themselves personally and spiritually, refine their calling, and develop their gifting for
ministry.
High Level Processing. For a group of leaders to develop as leaders, the
programmed group interview participants talked about the need for high-level
conversation and high-level professional and spiritual processing among the groups. Int7
talked about creating space for high capacity leaders to have “balcony time” or “viewing
ministry from 30,000 feet” in a time apart from the regular ministry setting as an
empowering resource for developing as leaders. This balcony space was important in the
process of sharpening the leaders participating in Int4’s groups. Int4 said the participants
were shaped through asking questions about their life and ministry. This process has
allowed participants in the groups related to Int7 and Int6 to engage in accountability that
is focused on the task of developing leaders in the group, but the accountability is less
personally focused as it is professionally focused. Clergy groups that focus more on a
program or curriculum also see the value of time away from ministry together. Int6 meets
in person with their group monthly for “dinner, prayer, fellowship, and conversation.”
Int4 reflected on the smaller groups within the larger program being groups of five to
seven clergy with a facilitator, and said they were essentially “communities of
practice…focused on formation.” Int6 reflected on the smaller groups within the larger
groups as places of deeper connection that focus on personal and spiritual formation and
which provide an opportunity to “develop real lifelong friendships that would go the
course of their ministry.” Int10 said that their group focuses on learning “what it means
to be engaged in active listening,” and “asking questions and learning.” The processing
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that happens in programmatic groups is both spiritual and practical in regard to leading
the Church well.
Clear Program Purpose. Developing clergy in programmatic groups requires
clear focus and a well-articulated purpose for the program to fulfill its intended purpose
in the pastors’ lives and in the Church. Int7 said that the group programs they facilitate
are not intended to provide the intimacy of a covenant group or band, but said, “I would
hope that every person would have their own covenant group experience” outside of the
group. Though Int7’s group does not provide depth of intimacy, there is still “a level of
trust and vulnerability that is quite remarkable” in the trusted group setting.
Int6 indicated the primary purpose of their program was to take high capacity
leaders and form them with the tools to do high-capacity ministry for at least thirty more
years. Through the community, pastoral leaders were formed professionally in a
spiritually guided environment. Int4 indicated their program served as a denominational
requirement to bridge the gap between seminary and ministry, as well as form pastoral
leaders through intentional communities of practice that delved into the deeper
theological realities of life in ministry. Both Int4 and Int6 expressed the desire for clergy
to be invested in deeply forming clergy groups beyond the pastoral leaders’ participation
in their programs. Int7 expressed a desire for the program to help the participants “live
into the missional strategist role and learn to direct resources toward mission together.”
Through the groups studied, both clergy covenant groups or bands and
programmatic clergy groups serve as clear examples of the ways clergy are developed as
followers of Jesus and pastoral leaders in a group setting.
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Research Question #2: Description of Evidence
What are the best practices of the group-based leadership development methods in your
group?
The answer to Research Question #2 was sought through both specific questions
numerically listed, as well as derived from conversation regarding the sub questions in
each inquiry.
1. What are the 3 best things your
group does for pastoral leaders?

a. How are group members
strengthened for mission?
b. What are the principal missional
qualities you have experienced
through your group?

2. What are some of the components
you have learned from the group
that have helped leaders grow
spiritually?

a. How do leaders deal with their
spiritual formation?

3. What has been the fruit in their
ministry from this growth?

a. Have you seen a missional impact
after participation in the group?
b. How would you describe the growth
of the members?
4. What would you consider the best
a. How do you think the members’
thing your group does?
churches would describe the
participants after the group
experience?
b. What have you seen other groups
doing that you are intrigued by?
Table 4.3 Semi-Structured Interview Questions- RQ #2
In the process of the semi-structured interviews, question #1 relating to RQ#2 was
extremely helpful in developing an understanding of the fruit of groups of pastoral
leaders being formed together.

Int1 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is as follows:
1. The act of physically being together as a group that is fully present with the
other group members.
2. A depth of personal spiritual and ministry-related sharing that provides a
sense of honest and unmeasured communication with other group members.
3. Having fun together away from the responsibilities of pastoral ministry.
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Int2 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is as follows:
1. A community of genuine vulnerability that is focused on being versus
doing.
2. A community where “Iron sharpens iron.”
3. A community that is focused on growing as a follower of Jesus.
Int3 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is as follows:
1. Support and love from other group members.
2. The sense of not being alone in life and ministry.
3. Whole life connection with other pastoral leaders.
4. Support and accountability from trusted friends.
5. A sounding board for life and ministry.
Int4 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is as follows:
1. Group Reflection and the sense that the leaders participating are not alone.
2. Forming groups of reflective practitioners of ministry.
3. Having peers for the continuation of ministry.
Int5 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is as follows:
1. Relationships and real community.
2. Knowing the love of God through people that really love and care for you.
3. Abiding with God and with each other.
4. The development of the understanding that this group is the base unit of
Church for the participants.
Int6 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is:
1. Space to be honest about themselves and their work in ministry.
2. A community of trusted partners and a network of fellow pastoral leaders.
3. Real tools to do the work of ministry.
Int7 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is:
1. Groups checking in personally and professionally with each other.
2. Deep conversations oriented around content for growing the leaders spiritually
and professionally.
3. Informal time with colleagues in ministry.
4. Balcony time to look at ministry from a higher perspective.
Int8 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is:
1. It provides a place that clergy can be vulnerable, honest and just be themselves.
2. A safe place to be themselves and to be true to who theyu are and who God has
called them to be.
3. Validation of experiences, gifts and shortcomings.
4. Provides accountability.
5. Encouragement from trusted friends.
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Int9 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is:
1. It offers a safe place for sharing their lives personally and professionally.
2. It offers friendship in the sense of having people to have fun with and not be
judges.
3. Having a group of people in the midst of a larger group (denomination/conference),
as it’s almost like family.
Int10 said the best their group offers pastoral leaders is:
1. A place to grow the development of different lenses for viewing ministry.
2. A place to dream of the possibilities have been developed for community
partnerships with the Church.
3. A place to process, ask questions and put what you learn into action with a team.
Table 4.4 Best Practices According to Participants

Authentic Community
Each participant in this study discussed their groups, both programmatic groups
and covenant groups or bands, and talked about the importance of the sense of
community they have found in their groups. Int7 talked about the importance of deep
conversations focused around both spiritual and professional content as being very
important for group members’ growth in their lives in ministry. In addition to the deep
sharing, Int7 talked about the importance of conversation and time spent forming
relationships without a specific agenda as something the group participants need for their
own spiritual and professional vitality. Int6 spoke of the necessity of having a
community of trusted partners in ministry that form a connected network for engaging
ministry together.
The need for space to be honest in this community was also an important element
for Int6. Int5 said the relationships and “real community” found in their group was the
most important thing the group provides to pastoral leaders. Int9 talked about their
consideration of their group as “sacred space” because it “offers a safe place for sharing.”
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Int4 noted that the design of their group’s program was to provide a group of peers to
continue ministry together. This intentionality in forming community was essential to the
growth of the participants during and after the group process was completed.
Int1, Int2 and In3 each spoke of community as a critical component for their
groups. Int3 said the whole-life connection that their band had with other pastoral leaders
was pivotal in the participants’ formation spiritually and for ministry. This represents an
expansion of the community’s impact into the whole life of clergy leaders personally,
spiritually, and professionally. Int10 and Int2 also talked about a whole life commitment
to live in community with the members of their group and expressed the community’s
focus on following Jesus together as a powerful experience in growing together. Int1
talked about the community found in connecting with other members honestly through
the depth of sharing they have experienced relating to both life and ministry. Int8 said,
“the group continues to grow and encourage one another, pray for one another, challenge
one another.” Though community is found in various forms in each group of pastoral
leaders, it is essential for the growth of the pastoral leaders participating to give
themselves deeply to the community with their fellow group members.

Peer Support and Development
Pastoral leaders face an immense amount of personal and spiritual pressure over
the course of living out their calling. Space away from each participants’ ministry with a
group of people who develop a sincere trust in each other emerged as an important
element of forming pastoral leaders. These groups, according to each interview
participant, rely on the trust formed in their groups. Int6 said an important element their
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group provides is “space to be honest about themselves and their work in ministry.” Int3
said one of the best aspects of their group times away is the support and accountability
that carries on through daily communication with group members. Int2 said that “praying
hard,” is part of “iron sharpening iron” in the times their group gets away together.
Praying for each other through their ongoing communication methods was also extremely
important for their growth together. The participants talked about the time away from
their context of ministry as a necessary part of developing the intentionally growing
groups they have experienced.
In addition to forming relationships built on trust for personal growth through
sharing life together, trust empowers colleagues to engage in the space away as a time to
take a broader look at life and ministry with others’ input. Int7 talked about “balcony
time” where pastoral leaders could look at their ministry from a “higher perspective.”
Int4 also mentioned “balcony time” as the space where group reflection with colleagues
could provide a deeper perspective on the ministry they were engaged in through deep
processing of what they see from the balcony perspective.
Fun Together. One best practice many interview participants talked about
specifically was the gift of enjoying each other and having fun together. This was
especially important to them regarding the time and space away from ministry
responsibilities together. Their trusted communities provide a place of release and rest
where they have the chance to genuinely have fun together. Int1 said that their group is a
lot about “friendship and fun.” Int2 talked about how when their group retreats together,
it is important for them to decompress and have fun together and they “tell a good joke
and laugh, you know, and have fun.” Int3 talked about how they share deeply in their
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group retreats, but they also have a great time together, and that has formed even deeper
bonds among the group members. The act of stepping away for a couple of days with a
community of trusted and loving people who can genuinely enjoy themselves together is
a sacred piece of these groups and a powerful element of forming the leaders who
participate in them. Int9 supported the same ideas when they said, “A good piece (of the
group) would be offering friendship in the sense of people to have fun with that you’re
not going to be judged by.” For Int2, this is part of “Iron sharpening Iron” and enhances
the group’s ability to connect deeply and press into difficult conversations because it
enhances the love and trust of group members. “Fun is formational” for Int1 and their
group, and is an essential piece of growing together in a community of leaders. Int8 said
their group always tries to combine having fun together as well as having “some sort of
spiritual enrichment” when they gather. Int9 has even taken a cruise with their group to
“just have a lot of fun together” and be away from the things that could undermine fun
from their time together.
Peer Development. The need for pastoral leaders to be self-aware was a
consistent perceived need and desire of group participants according to the participants.
One of the sources the studied group members used intently was intently answering some
form of John Wesley’s questions for banded discipleship. Int1 said the openness and
honesty in asking and expecting group members to reflect and communicate how it is
with their soul is very helpful. Int9, in focusing on “talking shop” and ministry
processing said, “I would see it as a process of a continuum of growing closer to each
other.” Through that process, they “help each other grow to be better.” The approach of
Int5 was less static, as the agenda of each weekly meeting was to answer all of Wesley’s
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questions. He said, “it’s a discipline, and it’s not a discipline you outgrow.” The
confession of sins, the humility of heart and life found in a band that answers Wesley’s
questions, has relevance in every season of life and ministry. The intentionality around
Wesley’s questions leads group participants to pay attention to how they are doing, to
how they are tempted, to how they are being formed into the image of Christ and
particularly pay attention to where God is in every aspect of their lives. Int4 used
Wesley’s questions as a key strategy to help focus their groups. Also, Int4 said that the
purpose of forming leaders in groups is “about how can you help folks, then you grow
into what God needs them to be for their communities that their leading in the larger
mission feels that they’re part of.” Int9 said their group intentionally goes deeper through
asking “How is it with your soul?” Also, “Are you being faithful to your call into
ministry,” is an intentionally deep questions that the group forms one another through
honest and open reflection.
Impact on Spiritual Formation and the Practice of Ministry
The conversations with the interviewees revealed a unique impact on the efficacy
of the participants’ ministry and the spiritual growth of the group members. Int5 talked
about the purpose of the band being “to form you into the character of Christ” by
developing awareness of the “frailty of the human condition.” The confession of sins in
their group leads participants out of self-righteousness and into “modeling Jesus in front
of people,” and getting closer to Jesus together through the depth of doing life together in
humility, love, and grace. Int5 described the necessity of humility in facing their shame
and committing to love each other and pray for each other and not excuse their sin, rather
“to remind you of the sacrifice that Christ made 2000 some years ago on your behalf,
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that’s just super powerful.” He said, “That will transform your preaching, it will
transform your pastoral care, it will transform how you interact with your wife.” It is a
painful, but necessary, expression of the “base unit of the Church” for their group. Int6
said the community found in their groups provide the “real tools to do the work of
ministry” through the curriculum and conversations surrounding the content. Int7 said
their groups focus on deep content that their participants would likely not engage on their
own, which leads to deep conversations that “grow the leaders spiritually and
professionally.” Int2 talked about the power of their group’s focus on “being versus
doing” and the commitment to grow as followers of Jesus. This develops the pastoral
leaders in the group in deepening their relationships with Jesus and each other, which
makes them better. Int1 talked about the power in being honest with each other that
encourages the group members to assess how they can be used in their present ministry in
a deeper way, which results in a safe discerning community. In this safe community, Int5
said their group gathers to answer Wesley’s questions and in this formative time, “the
ultimate goal, of course, is to learn how to abide.”
Being formed in a group is a transformative work for pastors that also keeps them
grounded in community, according to the participants. They were consistent in sharing
that group development empowers them to continue pursuing God’s calling to the work
of ministry. Int5 talked about being a huge proponent of bands and that “it’s just saved
my life.” He also said “I don’t know that I would still be a successful ‘husband and
father’” without the formation he has found in bands. Int2 talked about the impact of
their covenant group for the members who “all agree that most of us would not be in
ministry or marriage if it were not for this group.” Int3 shared the importance of their
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group when he said, “Every one of us would tell you I would not have stayed in ministry,
or I would've gotten in trouble in ministry if I didn't have this group.” Int9 said that as a
clergyperson, “It can be a very lonely place and you can feel isolated, and you can feel
like you’re the only one dealing with these crazy problems … so that mutuality has been
tremendously helpful to all of us.” Int8 said their group formed, and has been successful
because at its inception, they were “just feeling isolated and wanting to make sure that we
had a group that was kind of a place where we could share some stuff frankly with people
who understood us.” The power of groups in deep community impacts not only their
spiritual lives, but their families and their ministries in profound ways.

Research Question #3: Description of Evidence
What sources are informing your selected group-based leadership development
ministries as they improve and adapt their best practices?
1. How has your group changed in
a. How do you perceive the members
your experience?
of the group have changed after
some time among the other
participants?
2. What has informed those changes?
a. Are there other groups that have
informed your changes?
3. What particular resources have
a. What have been the most
provided the most influential
impacting resources you have
material in the growth of the
consulted?
group’s experience?
4. How have you implemented those
a. What would you say are the top
concepts?
three concepts implemented in
your experience?
Table 4.5 Semi-Structured Interview Questions- RQ #3
Any group of people, whether long-tenured or newly formed is in a constant state
of change because people are in a constant environment of change. This was reflected in
the various conversations surrounding the different groups of the interview participants
and was understood as a reality of the way of life and ministry. There were several ways
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these groups were formed amid personal, spiritual growth, and professional change that
are impacting to this study.
Tools to Support Development
Int6 said their first session together was focused on self-awareness and was an
intentional “hard look in the mirror” for group participants. The program uses various
instruments such as the FIRO-B assessment to develop an understanding of their behavior
and the behavior of others, the Skillscope 360 to self-assess and develop a refined
understanding of personal ministry related skills, and the Meyers-Briggs Type Indicator
to assess their personality. After completing the work of each assessment tool, the group
engaged in one-on-one conversations with the facilitator and with each other to process
what they learn and transition the conversation into how this self-awareness translates
practically in ministry. Int2 referenced their groups use of Scripture to develop their
understanding of who they are and who Christ is forming them to be. Int3 talked about
the importance of knowing each other well in the process of self-discovery and also noted
that each member of their group could tell you about their FIRO-B assessment. Int3 also
noted the important role that the Royce and Jane Reynolds Program in Church
Leadership played for everyone in their group. The clergy peers in each of the surveyed
groups served as one of the primary resources for developing each other as followers of
Jesus and as Christian Leaders. Developing an understanding of self with other clergy has
served as a critical element in the changes of life stage that Int2 and Int3’s groups have
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experienced over the years.

FIRO-B Assessment
Tool

Skillscope 360

Meyers-Briggs
Type Indicator

John Wesley's
Discipleship
Questions

Royce and Jane
Reynolds Program
in Church
Leadership

Other Clergy

Scripture

Table 4.6 Resources for Developing Clergy Leaders
Models of Transformation
Developing a focus on personal struggles as pastoral leaders walk with Christ in
community with others is transformative work. Intentional focus on John Wesley’s
Questions and the practice of life in banded discipleship groups emerged as critical
elements of discipleship-oriented groups of clergy that in turn facilitated efficacy for
pastoral leaders’ ministry. Each of the groups modeling Wesley’s bands in one form or
another discussed the importance of genuine concern for each other, the necessity of the
depth of personal sharing related to their own awareness of sin, and the Grace of Christ
available for them. These groups facilitate an atmosphere of awareness that is bent
toward growing into more wholehearted followers of Jesus who live more and more free
from the grip of sin and aloneness.
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The programmatic groups’ studies understand that their groups cannot provide the
intimacy of a band, but as Int7 said, they hope all will participate in one in an ongoing
manner outside of the program’s end. Int6 was in a band prior to, during, and after their
experience with the programmatic group and referenced it as a place where shared
community grows the participating pastoral leaders. There is a time and place for the
depth of conversation that seeks to discern the ways Christ is working on clergy to free
them from sin. Bands seem to stand out in this research as the best location for this type
of community, but programmatic groups seem to form a foundation of shared ministry
together that can facilitate the ongoing meeting in groups for the development of clergy
who have experienced a taste of life in such a community.
Groups who Travel Together Have Formational Experiences as a Group
In the continuing formation of groups and the pastoral leaders in them, many of
the participants referenced the importance of outside events and travel together as a
formational part of their life together. Int6’s and Int7’s groups exist as a set apart
programmatic event that participants gather for, but Int6 shared that many participants
went to London together and the experience of that trip, the breaking of bread together,
and the depth of sharing among the travelers was powerful. Int1, Int2, and Int3 all try to
attend conferences together, noting the shared experience and processing of the
knowledge and skills gained is helpful in growing over time together. Int3’s group went
on a Wesley Tour in England together and found the depth of spiritual conversation and
the power of learning together was extremely special for the group, and years later serves
as a reference point for learning and growing together. Int8’s group took a cruise
together and remarked about the power of “not being able to come late or leave early”
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from their retreats. The time together, away from regular life in ministry, and the shared
experiences in connection with a trusted group of peers were both reflected as
formational experiences for the participants who talked about group travel experiences.
Clergy groups that travel together present a different opportunity for growing the
community and the people who are formed within the groups through the experiences
they have on their trips.
Culture of Bands/Covenant Groups Building Precedence for Participating in a
Group
Int1 speaks of the culture of the seminary focusing on bands as a catalyst for
people desiring it. This intentional development of a culture among seminarians reveals
that a focus on formation in committed groups enhances the participation of new students
and calls them into it. Int1 said “I don’t think you can teach it (banded discipleship
groups) unless you’re modeling it.” Int1 also talked about bands being a spiritual
movement that the Holy Spirit is using when “people tell their stories” about their bands.
Int2 said “the fruit of our life together has been fruitfulness” and as they have shared the
experiences of their group with their churches and in other settings, people want that in
their lives. When people see what Int1’s group does, and the members of the group share
about their life together, people see it, they seek to make it happen for themselves.
Int2 speaks of the covenant groups that were “out in front of them” that led to the
desire to form one for themselves. Twenty-seven years later, they are doing the same
thing for new clergy in the annual conference. Int3 also referenced the conference culture
of covenant groups as an informing piece of why they did it. They also work with
younger clergy to connect them into groups. Int5 sought to engage others in banded
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discipleship by modeling being in a band with those students as an active way to offer
testimony of the potential impact in the students’ lives and shared that “testimony is the
most important way to offer this gift to others.” In each situation noted, the modeling and
sharing of testimony is one of the most powerful pieces of informing others of the
possibilities of life together in such a group.
The gift of being connected in life and ministry with a committed group supports
clergy leaders to live fully into their calling with others. The loneliness in ministry was
referenced by most of the interview participants, and clergy groups, when they live and
model their experiences, offer other clergy leaders the chance to be free from being alone
in ministry. Int6 said the groups provide “a community of trusted partners,” who serve as
a “network” of people to do ministry together. Int7 said the participants of their program
place a high value on “informal time with colleagues” when they “aren’t following an
agenda,” which reveals the need for connection and community. Int4 said their group
times of reflection ease the tension and help the clergy participants to “not be alone” in
their life and work. Int3 talked about the “whole life connection” of their group members
where each group member knows they can count on each other to be present when things
go well or when things end up in a disaster. They can all count on “a group of people
that will love” each other no matter what. When others see this, “they want what we
have” according to Int4.
Summary of Major Findings
Several major findings became clear through the data analysis collected in the
semi-structured interviews with clergy group participants. I have listed them here in a
numbered list.
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1. Building trust is critical in Clergy groups.
The participants shared of their commitment to and their transformation
through having a group of clergy colleagues with whom they shared deeply and
honestly. The experience of developing deeply trusting relationships within a
group of clergy colleagues presented the opportunity to be significantly more
open and honest about themselves and their lives as followers of Jesus and as
leaders than they could or would in their ministry contexts. The community,
developed within the understood environment of trust, was impacting for each
participant’s discipleship and leadership growth.
2. When participants in a clergy group have trust in the other participants and are
deeply known by the other participants, there is a reduction in the isolation of the
participating clergy leaders.
The context of trusted relationships in the clergy groups studied revealed a
consistent development of meaningful relationships with clergy colleagues that
supported the growth of the participants. The participants revealed their
experience of being known deeply by clergy colleagues as a source of their living
into a fully engaged life with each other. Because of the growing experience of
their groups, and the relationships developed, they expressed a diminished feeling
of isolation in life, and felt supported for the journey of ministry leadership.
3. In a trusted community of clergy leaders, the participants are deeply formed as
followers of Jesus and as leaders through learning to grow in Christ with each
other.
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Participants revealed that the relationships within their groups served as a
source for growing into a better version of themselves. They were able to repent
of their sins, to be held accountable and grow in the Grace of Jesus Christ they
experienced through their colleagues in their groups. The experiences of the
participants revealed leaders being sharpened by other group members in their
pursuit of holiness and, therefore, they experienced the fruit of discipleship
growth in their lives.
4. When clergy engage in clergy groups together and share the impact in their lives
from those groups through modeling and testimony, clergy groups expand.
A consistent realization of clergy living in intimate community with each
other reflected clergy who were growing in their relationships with each other and
Christ. These experiences led to spiritual transformation in their lives, and
consistency of support for them. Many of the participants saw their experiences as
those which needed to be shared and modeled among other clergy and the
congregations they lead. As the participants have shared their stories in their
congregations, at conferences, and in relationships with others, the influence
among those who heard about it grew. Because of this, many additional clergy
have engaged personally in groups through the modeling and sharing of testimony
of the participants’ groups. Just as the leaders deployed by Moses experienced the
presence of God together, and the leaders who spent time with Jesus departed to
share the transformative experience of being in his presence, the groups studied
took their experiences of transformation to others. Many who heard their stories
sought the same experiences in their own lives.
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5. The data collected reflects much more anecdotal evidence of strengthening
pastoral leaders spiritually and personally in groups rather than simply
professional development.
There was a substantial amount of data collected in the interviews that
depicted transformed lives through the group clergy leadership development
experienced by the participants. Especially in the band/covenant groups, the fruit
of the groups was more spiritual formation-related. The programmatic groups
certainly served their purpose of developing the efficacy of leaders, but the power
of the community was most consistently referenced among each of the
participants from such programmatic groups, rather than the specific professional
development.
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CHAPTER 5
LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT

Overview of the Chapter
The connection experienced in a clergy group setting is a tremendous opportunity
to develop clergy leaders as followers of Jesus as well as sharpen them for the ministry to
which they are called.
This chapter identifies four findings from this research project and explains
through the data collected in the semi-structured interviews conducted what the best
practices for developing clergy leaders in groups are and how they correspond to my
observations, my review of literature, and the Biblical understanding of group
development in Christian leaders. I will then articulate the limitations of my study,
unexpected observations, and recommendations for further study.
Major Findings
Trust Building as Necessity in Clergy Formation in Groups
In my interviews, I observed the power of pastors being formed as followers of
Jesus and sharpened for the work of ministry they are called to through engaging in
various types of clergy groups. I encountered clergy who are passionate about following
Jesus, fruitful in the ministry to which they serve, and personally growing in their walk
with Christ with other clergy. There was a perceived need among the participants to be
deeply engaged in community with other clergy, as the set-apart nature of ministry can
lead to isolation for these pastoral leaders. In the groups related to the participants, the
trust that is experienced among their clergy colleagues and the life lived in community
together are paramount for the development of clergy in group settings.
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During my research, all, but one, interview participants stated that the efficacy of
their group in doing life together and in developing each other as Christ-centered
Christian leaders depended on the trust that group members have in the other participants.
While the methods of developing trust varied, the intentionality of developing and
expecting trust from group members was key. The participants discussed how they felt
safe to share deeply about their life and ministry in the trusted, confidential, and loving
environment provided in their groups. The processes for deeply checking in spiritually,
personally, and professionally were intentional across each of the groups because of the
understood trust from other group members. In covenant groups and bands, as well as
programmatic clergy groups, an expressed commitment existed to genuinely trusting the
other group members with their personal and spiritual lives. The expressed affinity
among group members supported the level of community and vulnerability in each group
studied. Covenant groups emerged as the most intimate environment for developing
through the trust experienced in this type of group setting. These groups relied on
technology—such as text messages, video conferencing, small group apps, and regular
email communication—as a means to deepen the ongoing community found in the
groups. There was a collective understanding of the calling of God shared with clergy
and the power of living life in set apart ministry on behalf of Christ through the United
Methodist Church.
The biblical and theological framework for trust in groups of leaders is clear.
There is great power in God calling Moses, and Moses sharing the call to lead God’s
people in faithfulness together with an expanding group, such as Aaron, Joshua, Caleb,
the seventy elders, and beyond. Moses trusts the advice from Jethro, and therefore shares
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the ministry of leadership with others who are deployed to lead. He entrusts the
leadership of God’s people to an increasing group of leaders with the foundation of their
trust being faithfulness to God. The trust among The Lord’s leaders rested in their
collective trust in God’s faithfulness, though imperfectly.
In the New Testament, Jesus offers the earliest leaders in his movement the
chance to follow him. Not only did he engage them as disciples, together they developed
relationships of trust in him and in each other as they sought to fulfill their calling as
leading disciples of Jesus. Jesus engaged his disciples relationally, developing their trust
in him and the mission to which they would carry on in sharing the gospel. Throughout
the short years Jesus is physically present with the disciples, he proves that he can be
trusted, and that he will abide with them and they can abide in him. His development of
trust between and among the disciples was a result of showing them the full extent of his
love. It is through an intimate and trusting relationship with Jesus and with each other
that his disciples today can develop trust with each other.
In the Book of Acts, the group of apostles faithfully shared the Word of God with
the people, and they devoted themselves to hearing and living what they were taught.
Peter expanded entrusting ministry to a series of leaders, just as Jesus did with his earliest
disciples. This reflects the increase in the ability of the Kingdom to advance through an
expanding group of leaders who trusted the teaching of the apostles and ultimately trusted
The Lord.
The literature revealed the need for trust in community for the sake of leadership
among God’s people both in the community of leaders and most importantly in The Lord.
Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath articulate that the foundational step for growing leaders is
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to trust God with yourself and to trust others with yourself as well. Trust breeds humility,
which enables community. Quinn articulates the need to grow personally into a better
version of self, and Kouzes and Posner agree that leadership is most fruitful when normal
people bring the best of themselves to The Lord for service.
Emily Webber articulated the value of communities of practice in developing
trusted relationships in the process of ministry, which is precisely the kind of
development Jesus engaged among the disciples. Watson and Kisker articulate the power
of Wesleyan banded discipleship groups as communities through which people
experience transformation through fully knowing God and each other in a committed
group of people who trust each other with the depths of their lives and souls. Barton
noted the spiritual transformation that takes place consistently over time through such a
trusted community. Thrall, McNicol, and McElrath believe that the trusting community
necessary to develop clergy leaders as disciples of Christ and as fruitful leaders depends
on the participants taking the necessary steps of trusting others with themselves. Fryling
agreed that leaders must commit to formation with others. Through the variety of groups
around the United Methodist Church focused on developing leaders, trust within the
community emerged as a powerful force for the transformation of leaders sharpening
each other in their pursuit of Christ and his calling.
When Trust is in Place, There is a Reduction in Isolation
In the trusted community of the studied clergy groups, the consistent conversation
was that the clergy participating were sharpened by each other and were more in tune
with their relationships with God, with their families, and with each other. Participants
reflected on conversations with fellow clergy who shared their loneliness and isolation in
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ministry, especially when they were serving in rural settings. The clergy who invest
themselves into a committed clergy group each cite their groups as a necessity in their
lives. The trusted groups serve as a place where they can be themselves, share deeply
about their struggles and successes, and enjoy the freedom of community with people
who will love them through the good and bad experiences of life and ministry.
Prior to the interviews conducted for this research, I expected clergy groups to be
highly motivated by being better pastoral leaders. While there was a desire to grow,
across both types of clergy groups the consistent conversations were most interested in
trusted communities of clergy growing deeper in relationship with Jesus and with each
other. There was a collective understanding that being connected with trusted colleagues
in these communities facilitated learning and professional growth on a completely
different level, where people who would love you and tell you the truth would walk with
you through anything together. The participants generally felt that there was greater
efficacy among the members of their groups as the trusted relationship sharpened them
personally and professionally, even if that was not the intended outcome of their
connection together. The understanding of trust among the leaders participating in the
groups led to them being willing to openly and honestly process their whole lives. When
they did, they experienced freedom to be themselves, to relax within their group and the
result was a deepening spiritual and personal life that supported the ministry to which
they were called. Because of this personal development in community, the participants
reflected the positive move away from isolation in ministry through the communities
developed in their groups.
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In my literature, I touched on loneliness in ministry in discussing the nature of
pastoral leaders often being set on a pedestal, which is often an incredibly lonely place.
Barna noted the high risk of this isolation leading to pastoral burnout, and differentiate
addressed the same with the need for pastors to regularly press into their intimate
experience of God with others as a means for breaking through isolation in ministry
based on the articulated experience of pastors they worked with. Pue shared that many
years of experience working with high capacity leaders around the world led to the
conclusion that many leaders are lonely and articulated trusted community as the means
to working themselves to freedom from that isolation. Watson urged the need for
disciples to be in trusted community with each other in discussing the immense value of
Wesleyan banded discipleship groups for pastoral leaders as disciples of Christ. Thrall,
McNicol, and McElrath spoke of the realization of trusted community being part of the
solution to walking faithfully through the difficult process of growing as a Christian
leader. Seamands revealed the nature of ministry as a reflection of the relationship of the
Trinity, showing that those who join with Christ and with each other to participate in
ministry are able to live into the fullness of God’s calling and into the imago Dei.
Scazzero further articulated the discovery of self that can be found in the trusted
community and shared the need to invite others to engage in life together in this way to
grow toward emotional maturity in ministry.
Jesus began his ministry alone, but part of beginning the ministry he was sent to
fulfill was engaging in a community of other leaders to participate with him in the
sharing of the gospel. Jesus developed trust among his early disciples by serving them,
teaching them, and sharing life and ministry with them. Even in the moments where
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Jesus rebuked the disciples, there was an understanding that Jesus had the best intent for
the disciples, and they could therefore trust him with their lives and engage in the lives of
the other disciples with the same regard. Jesus proved to care deeply about the hearts of
his followers, which was represented in his life, teachings, and actions. When invited
them to participate in His ministry, it was intended to be a ministry with and for Him
through a community of followers that we understand to be the Church. Moses modeled
trust among those whom he entrusted particularly important tasks. He modeled trust in
The Lord, which fueled those whom he deployed to serve and lead God’s people. When
their trust was less than stellar, the community drove them to repent and return to The
Lord whom they knew they could trust. Moses acted upon his trust of God, the trust of
those speaking into his life and urging him to share the load of leadership, especially in
the times where he was isolated in ministry by the conflict among the people. When
Moses followed through with entrusting leadership to Aaron, Joshua, Caleb and the
seventy elders, the result was a lessened load and a reduction in the isolation he
experienced while leading in difficult times. The Biblical narrative supports the
interview data claim that the result of trusted community among leaders reduces the
isolation of the leaders.
Committed Groups Learn to Abide in Christ and with Each Other
The data in my research clearly shows that clergy are developed in unique and
powerful ways in a trusted community with other clergy colleagues. Through these
relationships they have the chance to engage personally on a level they could not with
those whom they serve and engage in community daily. The clergy groups studied
proved to be a place where they were able to genuinely be themselves, reflect on where
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they were personally, professionally and most importantly spiritually. Clergy who trust
their fellow group members and develop intimate connections with them are able to urge
each other to deepen their relationships with Christ and with each other. Participants in
my interviews consistently, whether using the same phrase or not, articulated the value of
their clergy groups in terms of abiding with Christ and together as one of the most
significant values of their groups. They reflected this as trusted partners in ministry,
people they knew they could count on being present and loving them when they failed or
sinned, and people who would hold them to a high standard for living in Christ’s calling
on their lives. Their groups were committed to passionately praying together and over
each other when they gathered, as well as living lives of prayer when apart personally and
praying for other group members regularly. The power of prayer led to an overall sense
of communally abiding in Christ together, whether in person or geographically spread
out.
In my Literature Review, I noted Lunch, McNicol, and Thrall’s discussion of
Christian leaders remaining deeply connected with a community where they could
experience God’s grace through each other considering their humility among the group
members. Heifetz, Grashow, and Linsky talked about the need for leaders, no matter the
scale of their ministry, for not trying to grow alone. Lynch noted that leaders often find
themselves alone in ministry and need a community to be rooted in trust to grow through
the isolation. I found the consistent connection, between trusting group members and
being willing to humble themselves before God and each other, a powerful scenario for
developing clergy into the image of God and sharpening them for the ministry God has
called them to. Their willingness to abide in Christ’s love with each other serves as a
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springboard for growth. Bounds noted the possibilities of the redemptive work of
communities of people growing into the image of God together. The Wesleyan
movement has always had banded discipleship in its DNA, which is centered on the
humility and trust of a group of disciples who abide in Christ’s grace through intentional
discipleship growth together. These discipleship communities form through a variety of
ways, such as common studies, digital media and applications, personal meetings, and
Bible studies. Seedbed represents a hub that is empowering these groups to interact on a
level that is forming them deeply in every facet of their lives and helping them to grow
closer to Christ daily. The fruit of this movement continues to develop communities of
disciples who are abiding deeply in God’s Word, in prayer together, and developing a
passionate trust in Christ while pursuing God’s call to be faithful in the ministry he has
called them to.
The biblical narrative represents a distributed theocracy whereby God calls
leaders to faithfully lead by example among their communities, articulates direction to
the community through the leaders by the power he shares with them, and deploys an
expanding community of leaders through the sharing of his power to live and lead
faithfully. Moses reveals this in the community of God’s people when he urged the
newly deployed leaders, who were chosen to share the load of leadership among the
people, to abide in God’s faithfulness and to live out their own faithfulness to God whom
they developed immense trust in. The journey for Moses and his leaders was a journey of
abiding through trusting The Lord. Jesus called his disciples to follow him. In an
intimate community, he developed them as faithful followers who grew in trust of God
and of each other through the in-process training they received from Jesus. He wanted
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them to be with him before he ever sent them out to do anything for him. He developed a
deep level of trust and faith in their hearts, which overflowed into lives of abiding in the
Grace he offered them. In turn, they were deployed to continue abiding in him, through
the power of the Holy Spirit in whom they could abide. They were to abide in him, but
they were certainly implored to abide with each other on the journey of spreading the
invitation to the gospel. The Book of Acts depicts the reality of the ever-expanding
community of Jesus’ disciples growing together and working together by the power of
the Holy Spirit to live faithfully to their calling to reflect the nature of Christ in the world.
It started in their community, and as they grew together, their impact on the world
increased dramatically. In Scripture and in my research, leaders who abide in Christ with
others who are doing the same are in position to become more like Christ and in turn be
sharpened in their calling and gifting for his glory.
Testimony and Modeling of Clergy Group Experiences by Other Clergy Expands
Clergy Group Participation in Other Clergy
When clergy are deeply connected and abiding with Christ and each other while
doing life and ministry with others, their story is often one that tells itself through the
way they live. When the stories of the happenings of these groups, and the
transformation that happens among them is both modeled and shared, they influence
other clergy to see the need and often desire to participate in such a group themselves.
Several participants in my study remarked that they have many instances where other
clergy sought them out for help to engage in community with other clergy. I noticed that
they work to encourage others by sharing the stories of their group in a variety of
communication sources, such as through conferences, blogs, conference leadership
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opportunities, and personally sharing their testimony. In addition, I noticed the action of
meeting with other clergy groups, sharing how they have experienced life in this type of
community and encouraging these new groups to develop their own approach to living
life together. The Holy Spirit seems to be moving through groups that live passionately
together, leading other clergy into groups together, and we are seeing it happen among
those whom the clergy are called to lead in the church as well.
In Scripture, we see the evidence of God’s desire for the circles of leadership and
influence to expand. Moses originally selects members of his family, but as the family of
God expands, so does the leadership influence. We see that people who live faithfully
with and for God share the power of their faithful living with a God who is faithful. As
Moses develops the leaders collectively, his sphere of influence drastically increases with
faithful leaders deployed in service of God and his people. We see Jesus’ expanding
influence among various groups of people and the consistent expansion of his spheres of
influence through his intentional and steadfast commitment to love his people. As Jesus’
followers experienced life with him and shared in the experience of his love and Grace,
they could not help but share it and people have been coming to see and follow him since.
Jesus set the church in motion, and the small committed community of disciples living,
growing, and serving alongside each other serves as the foundation and basic unit of the
Church’s movement. In the Book of Acts, we see a committed community of disciples
living wholeheartedly together and thousands were added to their movement through the
sharing of the gospel and the way of life a gospel-centered community provides.
In my Literature Review, I discussed Steve Seamands’ framing of the ministry of
Jesus being powerfully enacted in the community of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
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We experience the image of God in us through Jesus and through our relationships with
other clergy. The trinitarian way of life is reflected in the committed discipleshiporiented groups that John Wesley deployed, and modern Wesleyan holiness movement
participants still engage in. Seedbed noted the remarkable resurgence of banded
discipleship through the power of sharing the story of the transformation that is
happening in existing groups. As clergy commit to doing life and ministry together, they
live into the image of God and become more themselves than they have ever been, which
in turn often makes them more fruitful in their ministry. Wesley encouraged people to
never miss their band meetings as the importance of living life together was critical for
the development of discipleship and the need for accountability. The Wesleyan groups
grew through the influence of lives being transformed and the testimonies of that being
shared. The power of those early class meetings continues to expand many decades later.
It also causes them to be passionate about sharing the testimony of who they are
becoming in community with others and inviting others to take part in becoming through
their communities. The nature of abiding is an ever-expanding circle of leadership
influence through the power of shared testimony and proof in modeling the way of life
abiding in Christ and in community with others experiencing the same powerful journey
together.
Data Collected Reflects More Anecdotal Evidence of Strengthening Pastoral
Leaders Spiritually and Personally Rather Than Simply Professional
Development
Clergy groups gather in a variety of ways and for a wide array of stated purposes.
Covenant groups and bands orient themselves around a trusted community of disciples
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who are called to be set apart leaders for the Church growing together. The depth of
discipleship is clear, and the possibilities for impact on ministry is evident.
Programmatic clergy groups have a unique purpose, often to develop professional
ministry competency. Yet, the data reveals that the most impacting outcome of those
groups is found in the life of the community found within the groups. Through the
community found in clergy leadership groups, there has certainly been impact on the
fruitfulness on mission for Christ. However, in the data collection, participants were
asked what their clergy groups’ best contributions were to the participants. Interestingly,
none of the participants noted anything articulating the growth in pastoral or leadership
proficiencies.
In the biblical narrative explored in this study, Moses’ faithful leadership expands
into a community of additional leaders to grow the faithful leadership influence among
God’s people. The sharpening of each of these leaders remains intently focused on their
faithfulness to God, and the calling of God’s people to live faithfully. This represents the
strengthening of the spiritual leaders’ faithfulness and speaks little about the narrative of
sharpening their pastoral skills. The development of Moses’ leaders was a work of
devoting themselves faithfully to the calling of God, living and modeling faithfulness
among the people of God through the power of God shared with them.
Jesus spends a significant amount of time with his disciples both modeling and
teaching the reality of life in ministry. He does this through prayer, through processing
ministry experiences and conflicts, and through teaching the disciples about himself and
The Father. Even in his departing words, Jesus focuses on the Holy Spirit whom The
Father will share with the disciples—for the purpose of being in fellowship with the
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Father, Son, and Holy Spirit—as they embark on their lives in ministry together. The
disciples learn the ways of sharing the gospel through experiencing Jesus share the Way
himself; we see the dual purpose of developing them as his followers as well as modeling
the means through which they will be able to continue to share the Good News. Jesus’
ministry among the disciples is practical, but it is largely based on the growth and
development of their spiritual lives, their hearts, and their character in him. All of these
support the work of ministry but do not directly address the sharpening of ministry skills
individually. The ministry of the communities of disciples that Jesus deployed was first
and foremost to abide in Christ together and the overflow of their relationships with Him
led to the sharing of the Gospel and a movement of transformed lives. They were to join
Christ in ministry, empowered by the Holy Spirit, and do it all to God’s glory. There is
very little specificity given to the increased competency of them as Christian Leaders,
and much weight given to the importance of growing as followers of Jesus together.
In the Book of Acts, we see a Holy Spirit movement that is focused on living life
together for the cause of Christ in the world. The early Church, through many seasons of
trials, emerges as a spiritual movement whereby people are formed into the image of God
in the community of faith. Their growth is through their devotion to Christ, through the
apostles teaching them how to be His followers and through the fellowship they find in
Spirit-inspired community together.
A wide variety of data was found in the Literature Review to support the growth
of pastors in community through the sharpening of their professional proficiencies.
Seamands noted the importance and power of pastoral leaders growing in community
because it is the very nature of the Triune God. The focus of life together with others and
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with God is primary. Bonhoeffer maintained the trinitarian understanding and the
necessity for Christian leaders to understand and reflect the image of God because of the
relational nature of God.
Webber and other sources focused on communities of practice differentiated
between developing leaders through training skills and growing as a community of
individuals. Etienne Wenger, Scott McDermott and William Snyder focused on the
enhanced health of the church through the use of communities of practice as in-process
growth. As we see the spheres of influence of clergy groups impacting others to engage
in the work of developing trusted communities among other pastoral leaders, Barton
articulated the deep need for personal connection for the leaders involved as the means of
growing in efficacy in ministry. Cooke talked about the realization of participants in
groups that the impact on them personally and on their organizations was noticeable.
Thrall noted that vulnerability in groups leads to the influence of the community on the
individuals participating, and the influence of Christ when the groups are centered on him
in their lives. Watson remarked that leaders, in the process of growing, learn together to
filter all of the facets of their lives through the gospel. This is effectively done in a
trusted community. Clinton talked about processing over a leader’s whole life as the
means through which development takes place, which in critical incidents could be
focused on professional proficiency but is most focused on becoming the leader Christ
has called and created one to be through the relationships God has provided. Gula
encouraged the community orientation around paying attention to God as the source of
power, rather than the specific gifting of clergy leaders and noted the importance of a
community to flesh this out in a leader’s life. Even in the denominational resources for
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the United Methodist Church, clergy leaders are reminded that they are joining the
ministry among a Christ centered community, which further asserts the need for
developing clergy community for enhancing the efficacy of pastoral leaders’ ministry.

Ministry Implications of the Findings
The first implication concerns pastors in the Rio Texas Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church, where I presently serve as an ordained Elder. This study has
generated several ideas among the colleagues with whom I have shared conversation
about doing life together and being developed in group settings. The implications of this
study for pastoral leaders is that they will best live out their lives in following Jesus and
be best developed in the pursuit to faithfully live out their calling from God if they are
doing it in a committed group of fellow clergy. The pastors whom I interviewed were
significantly effective in their ministry and most pastor significant churches either in size
and or in impact for the cause of Christ. Because of the nature of ministry, pastors need
to live into the chance to be sharpened in community with other pastors. As the influence
of these bands of colleagues are implemented, the potential is great that they will also
expand into influencing lay people in such transformative community. The growing
leadership base will serve as a potential foundation for an awakening of powerfully
effective leaders.
My findings also indicate that the Wesleyan model of banded discipleship is as
powerful a method for raising up disciples of Christ today as it ever has been. The data
collected through the literature and the experiences of people experiencing life in a
Wesleyan banded discipleship group proves to be consistently the most impacting source
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of transformation in the lives of pastoral leaders. This is reflected even among the
participants engaged in programmatic clergy groups, who consistently referenced the
need for clergy to be engaged in banded discipleship groups beyond what their specific
programs could provide. The data shows that this method of discipleship is consistent
with the nature of how God has grown leaders throughout the history of the Church. I
find that we need to deeply invest in the reclamation of our Wesleyan roots in banded
discipleship both for clergy to grow in, as well as in our local ministries. If clergy leaders
will engage, the implications are limitless with newly enlivened leaders banding together
and developing a consistently growing collaboration of well-formed leaders.
In addition to the need to develop our Wesleyan discipleship DNA, we need to
both be trustworthy and develop high levels of trust among the United Methodist Church.
There is a high level of caution about engaging in this deep relational connection among
the clergy I interviewed, and from what I see throughout the congregations I work with, it
is similar in the congregations. This is to be expected in any organization, especially one
that is in deep and unresolved conflict. However, when we will trust and engage others in
our process of becoming, the fruit of efficacy, joy, and a life filled with the Grace of
Jesus Christ is clearly worth it.
Limitations of the Study
The intent of this project required interviewing participants around the United
Methodist Church, and phone interviews were the most effective way to confirm
participation in the interviews. While I did not encounter limitations with my instrument
specifically, I do think there are possible advantages to incorporating in-person
interviews, where it is geographically possible, as a way to possible deepen the
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conversations. Additionally, the tension within the United Methodist Church was
extremely high at the time when these interviews were conducted. It is difficult to
quantify the impact this had on the study, but it is certainly a potential limitation.
Unexpected Observations
Through the course of this study, I was surprised by the consistently increasing
spheres of influence that are noticeable in leaders throughout the biblical narrative that
continues into the Church today. The long line of clergy group formation and connection
is clearly a powerful force for developing clergy leaders, as I assessed from the onset of
this project. I was surprised by how clearly this study articulated the need for Trinitarian,
and therefore relational, development of clergy leaders.
It was extremely interesting to see the broad focus on developing the personal and
spiritual lives of clergy leaders through group settings. The clergy group model is often
referred to as an exceptional means of developing professional capacities, which I think
the data shows, but the surprising results of this being secondary gives pause to the
specific purpose that clergy groups provide for pastoral leadership development.
Recommendations
While this study developed some significant results, there is always a chance to
deepen the understanding to resource the clergy of the United Methodist Church. The
study of pastoral leaders being formed in a group setting is a complicated study due to the
wide variety of group types, specific intent of the group’s design, and intent for the fruit
of the groups. It would be helpful to study specific types of clergy groups and determine
where those specific groups best serve clergy and when.
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1. I would recommend a study specifically focused on Wesley’s banded discipleship
model as a means of growing clergy leaders into the image of God. It could be
helpful to widely survey the clergy who are engaged in these groups through a
quantitative research instrument to develop an understanding of the best practiced
elements among those groups. This could lead to further qualitative research into
developing an understanding of how to best implement the components of banded
discipleship groups in existing clergy group settings. It would be interesting to
develop a deeper understanding of why clergy choose to engage in these groups
and why other clergy choose to not be involved in a deep and trusting group.
2. In my interviews, I recognized the possibility of many clergy being somewhat
guarded and many times referencing the denominational tension within the United
Methodist Church. I was asked in most interviews what conference I was a part
of, and often my answer led to less openness from the participants. It might be
helpful to have a clergyperson who is not United Methodist conduct interviews
with clergy after the major United Methodist Church General Conference 2019
tension has settled to develop a better understanding of the best ways these groups
serve to form pastoral leaders as well as the best ways to engage additional clergy
in such groups.
3. Another interesting additional research piece would be to study clergy in different
seasons of ministry, such as clergy in the early years of transition from seminary,
the first decade after ordination, and so on to develop an understanding of the best
practices for formation at different seasons of ministry. Furthermore, the
understanding of the balance of a need for both banded discipleship groups and
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programmatic groups, that could support the lifelong journey of clergy being
formed in and through their respective ministry seasons, could be subject to
further research..
4. The distinctly different purposes of clergy engaging in banded discipleship groups
and programmatic clergy groups would be an interesting study. In order to
develop programmatic clergy groups, it would be interesting to study the various
methods of incorporating banded discipleship group components into the
program, as well as to study the efficacy of the intentionally focused groups
seeking to develop professional competencies among clergy leaders.
Postscript
When I set out to study clergy being developed in groups, I had in mind to
develop an understanding of the specific leadership development pieces found within
these groups. The deeper I found myself in conversation with the actual participants of
these groups, both those included in this study and those engaged in conversation around
my research, I was surprised that my thinking and understanding was leaning far more
toward the act of living in banded discipleship groups. The academic study of leadership
development is still at the forefront of my future endeavors, but the need to connect
people in deeply engaged spiritual lives together is equally important if not more
important. The formation of Christian leaders is, for me, more intertwined with deeply
forming disciples of Jesus Christ than it has ever been. Wesley often used a “plundering
the Egyptians” approach to life and ministry, which drives me to wonder how we can use
the best of both worlds to blend the most powerful instrument for growing leaders who
are world changers through the gospel centered ministry they join Christ in while they are
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being deeply formed in community through banding with brothers and sisters to follow
Jesus personally in profound ways.
Finally, the impact of this study on me personally as a pastoral leader has caused
an increase in desire to participate in a clergy community engaging the banded
discipleship lifestyle. The impact of the clergy who participated in this study through
their bands and covenant groups has led me to seek the formation of such a group in my
own life. The passion to continually find ways to plunder the Egyptians, as Wesley would
say, in the development of leaders remains clear for me. Even in light of the perceived
need for a band, the needs for intentional competency development and skill sharpening
remain in the lives of pastoral leaders. I am interested to see if and how these two worlds
can combine for the sake of developing leaders for powerful ministry for the cause of
Christ. Simply put, the leaders of the Methodist movement must be people who are led
both by God and through the trusted relationships they have with God’s people that
sharpen them for life and ministry. I am very encouraged by what clergy groups could be
as the potential epicenter of a vast revitalization of the United Methodist Church through
the transformation of the lives of those called to lead the people called Methodist.
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A. Survey/Interview Schedule and questions
B. Ethical Considerations Worksheet
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APPENDIX A
Interview Questions for a Semi-Structured Interview

This document provides the outline for the semi-structured telephone interviews that will
be conducted for the purpose of discerning best practices in clergy leadership
development in groups.
Opening thoughts: Explain the purpose of this study- to identify best group-based
Christian leadership development practices in order to resource the United Methodist
Church in the development of pastoral leaders.
After articulating the purpose, I share that the intent of the interview is to develop
a better understanding of what is actually happening across the denomination. I ensure
that I have permission for recording and confirm proper documentation at this time. The
interview audio is kept in a password protected file, as well as the transcripts of the
interviews.
Initial Questions
1. What is your job title, and what organization do you serve?
a. And what are your responsibilities in your organization?
b. How does leadership development fit within your responsibilities?
2. What is the group you relate to, and what type of leaders are participating?
a. How did you gather the group?
b. What would you consider to be standard expectations among the group for
members?
Research Question #1
What are the current group-based strategies deployed in your group for developing
pastoral leaders?
4. Tell me the story of your group from the beginning of your experience with it.
a. What were the guiding principles as you gathered the group?
b. Did you seek group members out, or did they seek you?
5. How do you see this group strengthening the pastors involved in ministry?
a. What strategies have you used to develop the group members spiritually?
b. What strategies have you used to develop the group members’ leadership
capabilities?
c. Are there any other groups that you would suggest we look into?
6. What are the intended outcomes that you are looking for through this group?
a. What strategies do you employ to experience the results you are seeking?
b. What are the day-to-day ministry results you see coming from this group?
7. How well do you think you are meeting these?
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a.

What do you think the group members would say about their
development?
b. Are there any specific concerns you have from your position in the
group?
Research Question #2
What are the best practices of the group-based leadership development methods
in your group?
5. What are the 3 best things your group does for pastoral leaders?
a. How are group members strengthened for mission?
b. What are the principal missional qualities you have experienced through
your group?
6.

What are some of the components you have learned from the group that have
helped leaders grow spiritually?
a. How do leaders deal with their spiritual formation?
7. What has been the fruit in their ministry from this growth?
a. Have you seen a missional impact after participation in the group?
b. How would you describe the growth of the members?
8. What would you consider the best thing your group does?
a. How do you think the members’ churches would describe the participants
after the group experience?
b. What have you seen other groups doing that you are intrigued by?
Research Question #3
What sources are informing your selected group-based leadership development
ministries as they improve and adapt their best practices?
1. How has your group changed in your experience?
a. How do you perceive the members of the group have changed after some
time among the other participants?
2. What has informed those changes?
a. Are there other groups that have informed your changes?
3. What particular resources have provided the most influential material in the
growth of the group’s experience?
a. What have been the most impacting resources you have consulted?
4. How have you implemented those concepts?
a. What would you say are the top three concepts implemented in your
experience?
Final Questions
1. Is there anything else you would like to share regarding developing clergy leaders
in a group format?
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2. May I contact you in the future should additional questions arise pertaining to our
conversation?
Interview Notes: I use additional probes such as “Can you tell me more about that?”
“Can you share an example of this?” “You said___, what did you mean by that (or, did
you mean…)?” etc.
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APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT LETTERS

INFORMED CONSENT LETTER
A Study on Clergy Development in Groups
You are invited to be in a research study being done by Matthew J. Pennington from Asbury
Theological Seminary. You are invited because you have a connection with or are considered the
leader of an intentional development group for clergy.
If you agree to be in the study, you will be asked to participate in a single one-on-one phone
interview or in-person interview with Matt Pennington. The interview should take no more than
thirty minutes to one hour. Your interview will be recorded for transcription and data collection
purposes.
If something makes you feel uncomfortable in any way while you are in the study, please tell
Matt Pennington who can be reached at pastormattpennington@gmail.com. You can refuse to
respond to any or all of the questions, and you will be able to withdraw from the process at any
time.
If you have any questions about the research study, please contact Matt Pennington at
pastormattpennington@gmail.com.

Signing this paper means that you have read this or had it read to you, and that you want to be in
the study. If you do not want to be in the study, do not sign the paper. Being in the study is up to
you, and no one will be mad if you do not sign this paper or even if you change your mind
later. You agree that you have been told about this study and why it is being done and what to
do.

___
Signature of Person Agreeing to be in the Study

Date Signed
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